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ABSTRACT
We introduce and review some of the building blocks to  what is known as the A dS/C FT  
correspondence. We then present, using the framework of the correspondence, two appli­
cations: one to QCD (Chapters 2 and 3) and one to superconductivity (Chapter 4). The 
work presented in these chapters was carried out by the author and collaborators during 
the author's graduate studies.
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APPLICATIONS OF HOLOGRAPHIC DUALITIES
CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Properties of many physical systems can be studied using models where the inter­
actions are governed by weak couplings. W hen couplings are small (weak) it is possible 
to solve the model perturbativelv, order by order in the small coupling. However, there 
are many systems in nature where the coupling is not small, and the system is said to be 
strongly coupled. In t his case, we lose the ability to do a perturbative expansion because 
higher order contributions are unsuppressed. For example, in Quantum  Chromodynamics 
(QCD), the quantum field theory (QFT) of quarks and gluons, the coupling changes from 
weak coupling (at high energy) to strong coupling (at low energy). W ithin the confines 
of the defined quantum  field theory (QCD), in order to  make fundam ental predictions at 
low energy, we must solve a strongly-coupled theory; th a t is, unless there is an alterna­
tive description, not necessarily a quantum  field theoretical description, of the degrees of 
freedom which admits a weak-coupling expansion. If such an alternative (or dual) theory 
existed, one could perform a perturbative calculation and map the result back to, say, a 
m atrix element of the strongly-coupled QFT. These two theories are said to be dual to 
one another and the mapping between the two is called a strong-weak duality.
2
3In string theory, there are many dualities amongst the different types of string theories: 
some dualities (called T-duality) relate a compactification of a weakly-coupled string theory 
to another compactification of a (possibly the same) weakly-coupled string theory; other 
dualities are strong-weak dualities (called S-duality), which map a string theory at weak 
string coupling gs to another (possibly the same) string theory at strong coupling g's ~  1 /gs. 
It is im portant to note tha t many of these dualities are still conjectures. One of the most 
im portant dualities to come from string theory is called the A dS/C FT  correspondence [1. 
2, 3]. The correspondence relates a gravitational theory on (d +  l)-dimensional Anti-de 
Sitter (AdS) spacetime and d-dimensional conformal field theory (CFT), which lives on 
the boundary of tha t spacetime. It is a strong-weak duality, and because the C FT lives 
on the boundary of the dual theory it is called a holographic duality. Much of the original 
excitement concerning this duality was due to the fact th a t the boundary C FT (in the 
most precise form of the conjecture) is a four-dimensional, strongly-coupled SU(N) gauge 
theory on Minkowski spacetime, reminiscent of QCD. Since its inception, the A dS/C FT  
correspondence has spurred a plethora of models, some with applications to a variety 
of condensed m atter systems. Even though many models don’t necessarily adhere to 
the specifics of the strict form of the conjecture, the appeal of obtaining qualitative and 
possibly quantitative understanding of stronglv-coupled physical systems is too great.
Modelling interesting physical systems using the framework of A dS/C FT  has become 
an exciting and fast-growing area of research. In particular. A dS/C FT  has provided moti­
vation for extra-dimensional (holographic) models of QCD [4, 5, 6 , 7, 8 . 9. 10, 11. 12, 13]. 
Progress has been made in understanding properties of holographic models of supercon­
ductors and other condensed m atter systems, including s, p. and d-wave superconduc­
tivity [14, 15. 16], the Nernst effect in the quantum  critical regime [17]. strange metallic 
behavior [18]. enhancement of the superconducting gap compared to BCS theory [19], 
and Homes’s empirical law for Tc as a function of low-temperature superfluid density and
normal-phase resistivity [20. 21]. In some models of holographic superconductors there is 
no hard zero-temperature gap [22]. A dS/C FT  has been used to study finite tem perature 
strongly-coupled plasmas (RHIC physics) [23], non-Fermi liquids [24]. and the quantum  
Hall effect ([25], and references within). For some reviews on holographic models of con­
densed m atter systems, see Refs. [19, 26, 27. 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34].
The A dS/CFT correspondence represents a novel wav to a ttem pt to  describe strongly- 
coupled systems at quantum criticality ([33], for an inspiring account). Finding correct 
qualitative features in a strongly-coupled system, where good theoretical techniques are in 
general lacking, is very encouraging. One notable success is the derivation of a holographic 
bound [35] on the ratio of shear viscosity (77) to  entropy density (s), which appears to be 
saturated by the quark gluon plasma (see [36] for a recent sta tus report). Furthermore, it is 
believed tha t strongly-coupled systems at quantum  criticality relax back to  equilibrium in 
the shortest possible time, governed by a specific form for the equilibrium time rcq(T) [37]. 
As pointed out in Ref. [31], the A dS/C FT  correspondence is the only known method in 
condensed m atter physics th a t produces the correct form for r cq(T) (see also [38]). Another 
(recent) interesting result is tha t holographic descriptions are the first to satisfy certain 
quantum critical conductivity sum rules [39]. The over-arching idea is th a t holographic 
methods involving quasinormal modes are more suited to  strongly interacting quantum  
critical behavior than Boltzmann quasiparticle descriptions.
There are two major approaches to  studying physical models using these holographic 
dualities: one is to study models derived from stable brane configurations in string the­
ory. so-called topdown models, and the other is to  study the correspondence involving (in 
general) a minimalistic set of fields not necessarily derivable from a string theory configu­
ration, referred to as bottom -up models. In both cases, symmetries and quantum  numbers 
are vital in constructing the model. The topics presented in this work focus on bottom-up, 
A dS/CFT models applied to study pions in QCD and simple s-wave holographic super­
conductors. First we will give some of the motivation for the A dS /C FT  correspondence.
1.1 T he Case for a C orrespondence
There are a number of suggestive links between gauge theory and string theory, dating 
back to the early flux-tube description of QCD: the linear progression of meson masses 
(Regge behavior) and the confining potential, for example. The evidence becomes more 
concrete and precise when talking about four-dimensional SU(N). M  =  4 Supersymmetric 
Yang-Mills (SYM) at large N. as opposed to SU(3) .1 We will look at three basic ideas tha t 
give credence to A dS/CFT. which is the conjectured equivalence of the aforementioned 
SYM and a particular string theory. There are many excellent reviews [40, 41], and 
books [42, 43, 44, 45], which cover this topic. In the subsequent subsections we will follow, 
for the most part, the review by Aharony et al. Ref. [41], First we will briefly review 
some general connections of large-N gauge theories and string theory, then we will move 
on to the identification of symmetries of the bulk and boundary AdS space, and touch on 
low-energy arguments leading to a specific conjecture.
1.1.1 Large-N G auge T h eory
As a concrete example, le t’s consider the gauge group of QCD, SU(3). The large-N 
version is simply the generalized gauge group SU(N). The im petus for working instead 
with SU(N) is we can calculate scattering amplitudes as an expansion in 1/N, taking 
N as large as we like. The hope is th a t results will resemble QCD, where N =  3 and 
the expansion in powers of 1/3 is some approximation to the large-N expansion [46]. 
Somewhat unexpectedly, the simplifications brought about by expanding in large N suggest
'Supersymmetry is a symmetry, in addition to the Poincare symmetry group, which transforms bosons 
into fermions, and vice versa. The M  generators (charges) of this transformation are fermionic operators, 
and they extend the operator algebra to a superalgebra containing the Poincare group as a subgroup.
6a connection to string theory [47], and features of large-N gauge theories provide evidence 
for gauge/string theory dualities in general. In QCD-like gauge theories, as N —> oc. the 
glueball spectrum contains an infinite tower of narrow resonances [48. 46]. in analogy to 
the spectrum of free string theory. Additionally, one of the most encouraging connections 
is that large-N gauge theory allows for a topological diagram m atic expansion (with 1/N 
acting as the coupling), which is the type of perturbative expansion present in string theory 
(with the string coupling gs playing the role of 1/N). This connection is based purely on 
large-N counting arguments, which we will now outline.
In large-N gauge theory the relevant diagrams in the perturbation series are planar 
diagrams (no lines crossing), as in the Fig. 1.1(a). Actually, the planar diagrams can be
(D
(a) Planar diagram. (b) Nonplanar diagram.
PIG. 1.1: The planar diagram of (a) is C?(N2). with 2 vertices, 3 faces, and 3 propagators. The 
nonplanar diagram of (b) is 0( 1) ,  with 4 vertices. 2 faces, and 6 propagators.
easily pasted onto a sphere, whereas nonplanar diagrams (with lines crossing) would be 
spheres but with handles at the line crossings. The weight of contributing diagrams can 
be ordered in terms of their topology this is the advantage of expanding in terms of large 
N. The topological expansion mimics string perturbation theory, which involves sums over 
topologically distinct surfaces. In (closed) string perturbation theory, the diagrams are 
spheres, adding handles at higher order. A suggestive link between the two pictures goes
as follows. Imagine we have a gauge theory with Lagrangian. w ritten schematically.
C = - 7T—Tr [d<S>rd<f>, +  ci j k $,<Z>j <S>k  +  dIJKL^ I^ . , ^ hr$ L] ,
S V m
( 1 . 1 )
where <f>/ =  =  ((h / ) ' . is a gauge field with the added index / .  for generality. The
gauge group generators, T " . are N x N matrices in the i . j  indices. The final way of writing 
the gauge field. (<£/)'. is useful for organizing the large-N perturbative expansion. Each 
i . j  index gets a line in the Feynman diagram, this is called double-line notation [47] and 
results in diagrams as in Fig. 1.1. We should note th a t we could consider diagrams with 
external lines we would simply cut the outer loop and add a double line propagator -  but 
this doesn’t  affect the counting. Additionally, t h e ’t Hooft coupling defined as A =  g'yMN , 
is to be held constant in the large-N.limit.2 The Lagrangian (1.1) implies each propagator 
(edge) contributes a factor of A/N, each vertex contributes a  factor of N/A, and each loop 
(or face) contributes a factor of N. from summation over the fundamental representation 
indices. This means that each diagram is weighted by the  following factor:
where y =  2 — 2g and g is the number of handles. Diagrams with no handles (planar 
diagrams) dominate the perturbative expansion.
In closed string theory, diagrams for scattering closed strings can be deformed into 
genus-// Riemann surfaces [44], Each loop (handle) of the diagram carries a factor of g2, 
the string coupling constant, so the diagram is weighted by </sr x. We see th a t string theory 
and large-N gauge theory have similar topological perturbative expansions if we identify 
f/s with 1/N.
2The reason to hold the combination ( /y M. \  fixed is to maintain a scale: A q c d -
V + F - E ( 1 .2 )
81.1.2 C onform al S y m m etry  and  A dS  Isom etries
Conformal symmetry in d-dimensions is defined by the set of transformations of the 
coordinates (x —>• x'), the conformal transformations, th a t preserve the metric (g) up to a 
spacetime dependent scaling:
g'{x) = n 2(x)g(x).  (1.3)
where fl2(.r) is a real function. A “conformal metric” is defined only up to such a (confor­
mal) rescaling -  it is represented by an equivalence class.3 The conformal transformations 
consists of. in addition to the Poincare symmetry transform ations, the scaling and special 
conformal transformations. The generators of the set of transform ations are isomorphic 
to the SO(2,d) group generators [49]. In order to define an action of the SO(2. d) group 
on Minkowski space, we need to “add points a t infinity.” because the conformal transfor­
mations can map points to and from infinity (for a more detailed exposition see [2]). For 
example, in two-dimensional Euclidean space R 2, we can project the plane onto the sphere 
and add a point at infinity to get the compact space S2, the two-sphere. One way to add 
these points at infinity for d-dimensional Minkowski space is to consider the space defined 
by the constraint
X l  + X \ - X l  X j + i =0., (1.4)
in (d -I- 2)-dimensional flat space with signature ( — the ambient metric can
be written as ds2 =  —dXfi — dA' 2 + d X \  4- • • • +  d X \ +x. If we consider the restriction
d+1
A'q -)- A',2 =  ^  AT2 =  1, the ambient metric restricts to  the product space S 1 x S ‘l  1, with
i = 2
S1 representing the time component. This resulting space is a  conformal compactification 
M,i of Minkowski space. To get a space with no closed time-like curves we can replace
3This is important because the boundary metric, extended from the bulk AdS metric, can only be 
defined up to conformal rescaling. When we study fields in AdS. changing the conformal factor re­
sults in identification of conformal scaling dimensions for boundary operators, consistent with a CFT 
interpretation.
the S 1 factor by R 1, arriving at the Einstein static universe w ith topology R 1 x S'f 1. 
Another straightforward procedure for obtaining M<i is by performing a series of coordinate 
transformations on the standard Minkowski metric, and after identifying points on the 
conformal boundary (compaetification) we then unwrap the closed time-like curve to obtain 
a conformal rescaling of the Einstein static universe metric, once again with topology 
R 1 x S d 1 [41]. We will see th a t M,t is the boundary of Anti-de Sitter space in (d 4- 1) 
dimensions.
Anti-de Sitter space in (d+  1) dimensions, AdS^fi, can be defined as the hyperboloid 
in (d +  2)-dimensional flat space [50]:
X l  +  X \  -  X \  X l 1 =  R 2, (1-5)
with a flat space metric with signature (—, —, + ..... + ). The param eter R  is called the
radius of AdSd+i. This space has a manifest SO(2. d) isometry. If we send the coordinates 
to infinity while maintaining the hyperboloid relation, say a X 1 goes to  infinity by taking 
a  —> oo, we can divide by a 2 to obtain Eq. (1.4). which am ounts to setting R  =  0 on the 
right-hand side of Eq. (1.5). This means th a t M (l is the boundary of AdS^+j. Similarly to 
AId in the previous paragraph, one can also perform coordinate transform ations on AdS^+i, 
followed by compaetification. conformal rescaling and umvrapping of the closed time-like 
curve, to see tha t the boundary of AdS is a conformal rescaling of the Einstein static 
universe metric, with topology R 1 x Sd_1. or M,i [41]. The key point is th a t the group 
of isometries of AdS space and the conformal symmetry group of the lower-dimensional 
boundary theory are the same group, SO(2. d).
One particularly convenient coordinatization of AdS space is given by Poincare coor­
dinates. One convenience is tha t in Poincare coordinates the boundary of AdS space is a
10
conformal rescaling of the flat-space Minkowski metric:
ds2 =  (dt2 — dx2 — dz2) , 0 <  2 . (1-6 )
where z —> 0 is the boundary, 2 —>• oo is the horizon, and here we have used the mostly-
minus convention for the signature of the metric. It is clear th a t this metric preserves the 
isometries of Minkowski space. It also has a rescaling symmetry ( t . x . z )  —» (at, ax .  az)  
for positive real a.  which identifies the ^-coordinate with (one over) the energy scale of the 
boundary theory. To see this we scale the 2-coordinate of a localized object in the bulk 
to be closer to the boundary, i.e. a  < 1. As we can see from the metric (1.6), the scaling 
has the effect of scaling the boundary coordinates by 1 /a , a large factor. This means 
that measuring distances in term s of the new coordinates (x M =  otx,‘) the corresponding 
boundary object is in a much smaller region, or a t higher energy. The resulting intuition 
is that 1/2  ~  E,  where E  is the energy scale of the boundary theory [51]4. For this reason, 
the boundary is referred to as the UV-brane, whereas surfaces closer to the horizon are 
referred to as IR-branes. The form of the metric in Eq. (1.6) will be used throughout
Chapters 2 and 3 with the following modification: we will term inate the geometry in the
IR ( 2 <  zm) modelling confinement. In Chapter 4 we will study a black hole background 
asymptotic to the metric (1.6) in the UV.
We can add more symmetry (supersymmetry) to AdS. In this case we start matching 
and comparing aspects of the supereonformal theory on the boundary and the supersym- 
metric gravitational theory in the bulk. The benefit of having so much symmetry is tha t 
aspects of the duality can be checked on both weak- and strong-coupling sides. In some 
cases, for example, correlators in the M  =  4 SYM match precisely with calculations in the
4In addition, this reference has a wonderful discussion of counting degrees of freedom in AdS space, 
which is important for a holographic interpretation.
11
dual string theory. We will not pursue a discussion of such matching here, and suggest 
following Refs. [40. 41]. However, we would like to note th a t there is ample supporting 
evidence for the correspondence with no known failures [44. 45]. Some have ventured to 
write the equation “AdS =  C FT’" ([52], for instance).
1.1.3 Low -E nergy D escr ip tio n s o f  N  D 3-b ran es
Further motivation for the particular identification of type IIB string theory and A/" =  
4 SYM comes from considering two descriptions of a stack of N D3-branes. A D3-brane 
is a three (spatial) plus one (time) dimensional surface where open strings end. We can 
consider a number of such parallel surfaces where the endpoints of strings end on different 
surfaces, different D3-branes. As we take the position of these different branes to  overlap, 
and yet still be distinguishable, the low-energy description contains four-dimensional (the 
four dimensions of the brane) massless vector particles transform ing in the adjoint of the 
U(N) gauge group [44, 45]. The low-energv description of a stack of D3-branes is four­
dimensional U(N) gauge theory. The U (l) factor of U(N) is related to the position of the 
collection of branes and is part of the low-energy degrees of freedom in which we are not 
particularly interested. As such, we are left with SU(N) gauge theory where upon including 
supersymmetrv. we arrive at M  =  4, SU(N) gauge theory. Since closed strings are always 
present, and they happen to decouple from the branes in the low-energy limit [41], we 
have two decoupled sectors: the SU(N) gauge theory in four-dimensional Minkowski space 
and free closed string theory in 10-dimensional Minkowski space. The regime where the 
D-brane description is valid is gsN 1. Since the string coupling goes like the Yang-Mills 
coupling squared, this relation is equivalent to having small ’t Hooft coupling, A <C 1 
[44, 45].
Another description of the stack of branes is from the study of the resulting low-energy
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effective type IIB supergravity. From the perspective of an observer far away from the 
branes, the low-energy fluctuations decouple into those far from the branes and those near 
the branes. Fluctuations far from the branes are described by free type IIB supergravity 
propagating in 10-dimensional Minkowski spacetime, whereas those close to  the brane are 
described by type IIB supergravity in AdSj x S 5. The claim is since these two ways of 
describing the low-energy physics of the same object both contain low-energy, free type IIB 
string theory in 10-dimensional Minkowski space, the other decoupled sectors should be 
equivalent. That is, more precisely, jV  =  4 SYM is equivalent (dual) to IIB supergravity in 
AdSfj x S°. The regime where the supergravity description is valid is 1 -C gsN, or 1 <  A.
Both of these descriptions are at fixed large-N, which means this is a strong-weak 
coupling duality. There is an im portant point here: these are two low-energy description 
which are valid in different regimes -  large and small ’t Hooft coupling. The idea is that 
the low-energy descriptions decouple for any gsN, as we dial gs from zero to strong coupling 
[45]. As such, the theories should really be equivalent.
1.2 T he A d S /C F T  C orrespondence
The ideas of a duality were becoming clear, and in the late 90’s there were a series of 
papers dedicated to  making a concrete recipe for carrying out calculations [1, 2, 3, 53]. As 
we have seen, statement of the duality is one of a correspondence between a supergravity 
theory in (d + l)-dimensions and a conformal field theory in ri-dimensions. The most well 
studied version is type IIB string theory on AdS5 x S 5 dual to  large-N. SU(N). A" =  4 SYM 
in four dimensions. The gravitational theory is said to  live in the bulk and the C FT on 
the boundary of the bulk spacetime. The dictionary defining the correspondence identifies 
to each higher-dimensional bulk field a lower-dimensional boundary source and operator.
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Computationally the correspondence is written as
—  g - ’S'sGleollc.^, (1.7)
where on the left-hand side we have the generating functional for correlators of the operator 
O, with source <2>o, and on the right we have the supergravity action Ssc, evaluated on the 
classical solution to the (d -F l)-dimensional equations of motion. <pc\. We can rewrite the 
partition function as
where, to  emphasize this point, the source <2>o and operator O  arise from identification 
with the higher-dimensional field, and (■ • ) c F T rf is the vacuum expectation value in the d- 
dimensional CFT. We can then calculate operator expectation values by taking functional 
derivatives with respect to the source.
To demonstrate concretely the recipe for performing holographic calculations, let us 
consider a scalar in AdS^+i- We will follow Ref. [2], which appears to  be the simplest 
and cleanest presentation of the type of calculations involved in the correspondence. We 
work in the Euclidean version of the correspondence where the A dS^n metric, written in 
Poincare coordinates is
where R  is the curvature of AdS space and rj/w is the flat Euclidean metric (d(/l/). A salient 
point is we usually set a cutoff e on the geometry, such th a t z  >  e. and assume to take 
the limit e —» 0 a t the end of any calculation. We will be working in units of the AdS 
curvature and so we set R  — 1. The action for a free complex scalar on AdS^+i is
Z cf t[<Po{x )\ = (e^d x4>0°)cFTli-, ( 1.8)
ds2 = —  (qllvd:Ti‘d:i'v + dz2). (1.9)
( 1.10)
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where the capital Latin indices range over all (d + 1) dimensions, whereas the lower-case 
Greek indices are reserved for the d-dimensional (boundary) coordinates. The equation of 
motion is
( V g g zzdzo) + g T d ^  -  m 2<j> =  0 . (1.11)
y/9
Using the explicit form of the metric, the asym ptotic solution for o  near 2 =  0 can be 
written:
0 ( x , z )  ~  < p i ( x ) z A -  + 0 2 { x ) z A +  H . ( 1 - 1 2 )
where A± = d j 2 ±  \Jd2/A +  m 2 and the dots represent higher powers in 2. We will also 
define A =  A +, to be used throughout, which implies A_ = d — A. So for instance, in 
five dimensions (d = 4). if we choose m 2 = —3 we have <f)(x, z ) ~  (pi(x)z +  o 2(x)z :i + ■ ■ •, 
which is the particular case considered in Chapters 2 and 3. As we will see, this expansion 
in terms of <p\(x) and p 2(,x) lends to  the identification of Qi a source for the operator <p2. 
We should note tha t upon integration by parts, the 4>\ term  present in the 2 = 0  boundary 
term gives rise to an infinity. The <p2 term, on the other hand, vanishes. For this reason, 
the <p\ part of the asymptotic expansion is called the non-normalizable solution, while the 
<p2 part is call the normalizable solution.
Before moving on to solving the equations of motion, we should discuss another im­
portant point. We chose a negative mass squared in the above example, but there is no 
stability problem as one would normally guess. Breitenlohner and Freedman [54] derived 
the following bound on the mass squared for a field in AdS^+i: m 2 >  —d2/ 4. This means 
for the particular case considered in Chapters 2 and 3 with AdS5, w ith a scalar of mass 
m 2 =  —3 >  —4, tha t there is no stability issue. We should also mention tha t there are 
subtleties for masses in the range —d2/ 4 <  m 2 <  —d2/4  +  1. It turns out, for masses in 
this range we can choose either the z A +  or part in the asym ptotic expansion to be the 
operator and the remaining part the source [55]. Such a situation occurs for the model in
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Chapter 4. with d — 3 and m 2 =  —2. where we have —9/4  <  —2 <  —9/4  +  1. We will not 
pursue this discussion in detail further.
We will now go about solving the equation of motion Eq. (1.11). We will assume 
that the field o{x . ;)  takes the value o(x,  f) ~  eA <p0(x). The idea is now to  solve the for 
the Green’s function K A (x, x'; z). where I \A (x. x ' \  z )  vanishes everywhere on the boundary 
except at one point3, and satisfies
o(x , z )  = J  ddx ' K A (x -  x'; z)<p0(x'). (1-13)
This Green’s function, called the bulk-to-boundary propagator, is proportional to  the 
restriction of the bulk-to-bulk propagator G A(x , z : x ' , z ' )  to the boundary z' —> 0. The 
function GA is a solution to the Laplace equation of motion w ith a delta function on the 
right-hand side. It turns out that the expression for the bulk-to-boundary propagator 
takes the form
h A (x -  X  : z) =  7T d/‘ r ( A _ d/ 2) ( z 2 +  |x _  J / |2)A- ( L14)
From this expression it is clear that
<P2(r)  =  7r~d/2-----------   f  ddr ' — (1.15)
tt r ( A - d / 2 ) i  | x - x ' | 2 A 1 ^
The strategy is to now evaluate the action on the equations of motion. In position space this 
is a bit tricky, though, due to divergences at small z, which don't appear when rn =  0 [56]. 
One way of circumventing this issue is to  define the field x(x, z) =  z~i-d ~ ^ 0 (x, z) [55]. The 
action written in terms of \ (x .  z) no longer has a mass term. If we integrate the action by
JIii other words, lini z A dK A (x - x' :z)  —» S ^ ( x  — x').
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parts and evaluate using the classical equation of motion we get
Sd =  f  ddx\_ [ S g g ~ z 2id~ ^ X(x, z )dzX{x, z)} |~  . (1.16)
Assuming the fields vanish at infinity, we can focus on the <= boundary terms. The 
metric factors, combined with the additional 2 factor contribute 2<ifl 2A, and the \  
term contributes terms that go like 1 and z 2A~d, plus z 2 corrections, as can be seen 
from the asymptotic expansion. Looking at the various term s from using the expan­
sion for \ ,  the noil-divergent, nonvanishing contribution is from \  —> <Po(x ) and dzx  —> 
(2A — d)z2A ~d~l &2{x) [55], Making this replacement, and using the explicit form for the 
function e>>(.r). we are left with
S o l =  -  y ddx  J  ddx'( A -  d / 2 )6 o(x) 7r - d / 2 . F(A) 4>q{x') r (A  -  d / 2 ) \x -  x '|2A_ (1.17)
We can identify the operator expectation value =  (2A — d)d2(x), which is be
obtained from variation of the above action:
( O M U  = (2A -  d ) i 2(x) = (1.18)
d(Po{x)
Higher point functions are computed bv taking more functional derivatives with respect to 
the source. We can determine, by inspection of Eq. (1.17), the expression of the two-point 
function and see that it has the correct form for an operator with conformal dimension 
A [49]. An n -point function has n fields connecting from the boundary to the bulk -  ‘‘n 
operator insertions on the boundary'’.
So far we have only considered scalar fields propagating in AdS space, but this analysis 
can be carried out for other fields as well. A particularly im portant example for the 
remaining chapters is tha t of a gauge field A aM with gauge group G on AdS. Matching
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symmetries, the group G should be a symmetry of the boundary theory as well. The 
AdS gauge field has a similar asymptotic expansion to the scalar field with zero mass: 
A a(:r,z) ~  Aq(.t) +  J a(:r)zd + where the ‘O' index of the source function Aq(.t) is 
not the Lorentz time component. Likewise, the ansatz for the generating functional is 
exp{fM Carrying out a calculation similar to th a t for the scalar, the resulting
two-point, function has the form expected for a two-point function of conserved currents. 
The gauge field is dual to a conserved boundary current. ,/". of a global symmetry group 
G  [1, 2]. If we are interested in studying (holographically) a theory with a specific global 
symmetry we need the corresponding AdS gauge fields.
A natural way to attem pt to extend the correspondence is to  say th a t it is a correspon­
dence between a bulk space X  x I t ' and a boundary space M,  where X  (a generalization 
of AdS,/, i ) is a (d +  1 )-dimensional space with negative cosmological constant , and W  (a 
generalization of the sphere in the product space) is a compact space. More precisely, a 
conformal compactification of X  has the conformally compactified space M  as its bound­
ary, d X  =  M,  in analogy to  AdS^+i and M d. For example, we can try to find an X  such 
tha t the boundary OX  =  S 1 x *, where the first factor (periodic in time) indicates 
the theory is at finite temperature. There are two bulk solutions for X:  one is an AdS- 
Sehwarzschild black hole a t high tem perature, where the boundary theory is found to be 
in a deconfined phase, and the other AdS space at low tem perature, where the boundary 
theory is in a confined phase [2, 57]. It is in this way th a t considering black hole geometries 
in the bulk is equivalent to turning on tem perature in the boundary theory. The Hawking 
tem perature of the black hole is identified with the tem perature of the boundary theory. 
The physical intuition is tha t as the bulk horizon approaches the boundary, corresponding 
to a hotter black hole, the Hawking radiation is ‘‘heating up" the boundary.
1.2.1 Lorentz signature
There are significant differences when constructing the correspondence in AdSs with 
Lorentz signature. The main difference is th a t there are normalizable solutions to  the wave 
equation, behaving as zA+, that must be taken into account [53]. This means the solution 
for d(x. z) looks like
where <5„n is the non-normalizable solution we discussed in the previous section, which 
asymptotes to zA - times the source function, and <pn is a normalizable solution, which 
goes like times a function of x  near the boundary. We will look at the same scalar 
field but set m  =  0, for simplicity, which gives A = 0  and A + =  d, so we expect 
0 (x, 0) =  0 a(x). This implies, choosing to  switch to  Fourier space, tha t
where / a ( A \  z ) is the Fourier transform of the bulk-to-boundary propagator, satisfying 
/ a ( A : ,  0) =  1, and 0 q(k) is the Fourier transform  of the boundary source function. The 
function /a(A’, z) satisfies the wave equation
0(X, Z) =  0 nn{x\ z) +  0 n{x, z). (1.19)
( 1.20)
7= = A  [ J = 9  9 zzdzfA(k,  2)] -  g ^ k v k M k ,  z) =  0 . ( 1 .2 1 )
Plugging in the explicit form for the metric this expression becomes
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The solution to this equation, imposing the z =  0 boundary condition, can be written as
where C{k)  is an arbitrary coefficient. This arbitrariness is another key distinction be­
tween the Lorentz and Euclidean correspondence, due to the presence of the normalizable 
solution. W ritten in terms of Hankel functions, the small 2 field asymptotics are not nicely
tributions. at positive frequency. The terminology, incoming-wave and outgoing-wave, is 
with respect to an observer at infinity, or when we are dealing with a black hole geometry, 
with respect to the interior of the black hole. The choice of 2 —» oc boundary condi­
tion is thought to reflect the choice in type of Green's function: the physical intuition is 
tha t incoming-wave boundary conditions correspond to  retarded Green’s function, whereas 
outgoing-wave boundary conditions correspond to  advanced G reen’s functions. In other 
words, for calculating retarded Green’s functions nothing is propagating in from infinity 
(or coming out of the black hole).
Using the expression for the bulk-to-boundary propagator, we can add in the normal­
izable mode, represented by <&(k)(p+{k. z ):
where <p+(k. z) goes like zA — zd near the boundary. We can integrate the action by parts
a linear combination of Hankel functions, of the first ( H ^ 2) and second ( H ^ 2) kind:
,  ,  A / Z \ 1 '2 +  C ( k ) H % ( V W z )
H % ( V W e ) + C ( k ) H f ^ ( s / W ( )
(1.23)
separated, but for large ;  we find r1*"- and /f  i).) < lk!. These asymptotic forms of
the Hankel functions correspond to incoming-wave (elkz) and outgoing-wave (e~lkz) con-
<p(k. z) = z) +  M k ) U ( k ,  z), (1.24)
and plug this solution into the remaining boundary terms:
*  = - \ J ddkzl d [*(-k)<j>+( k * z ) + M - k ) U ( - k , z ) ]  
x dz Mk)<p+(k, z) +  M k ) f A ( k . .  z)\
The surviving contributions are:
/ ddk Cl<t>(-k)<p0(k) +  l<Po(-k)eA- d J A(k,z)4>0(k)
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(1.25)
(1.26)
These terms require some discussion. The z =  e boundary term  is meant to give the 
expectation value of a boundary operator when varied with respect to the source:
(1.27)
The first term  on the right-hand side is the contribution to the expectation value from the 
normalizable mode (in the absence of the source), whereas the second term  is the familiar 
one we’ve already seen, the contribution to  the expectation in the presence of the source 
-  that is. 1-(2A — d)@2(.r)” .
The 2 =  oo boundary term vanishes in the Euclidean case and for spacelike momenta. 
W ith Lorentz signature and timelike momenta, we can appeal to the solutions above. For 
large 2 the Hankel function have the asym ptotic form:
u {1U2)(kz)  ~  (k,z y 1/2( ±ikz (1.28)
Counting factors of 2. and keeping track of factors of k  from the normalization, the sur-
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viving parts come from the derivative acting on the exponential giving
1.2A d  1f  [•••]oc f  ddk M - k ) q >Q{k)k2
J 2=OC J Z — OC
x (C*{ -k )e ihz + e~lkz) ik (eikz -  C{k)e ikz)
(1.29)
So there is an oscillatory piece at infinity (see also [53. 58]), which if the ingoing- or 
out going-wave conditions are maintained, yields a purely imaginary, nonvanishing contri­
bution to the action ~  v’A’2A rfsgn(u,’).
At this point it makes sense to define the ‘‘flux function” [3]:
T ( k , z )  = f A( - k , z ) d J A (k,z). (1.30)
The Green’s function calculated from the «Sri is
G(k)  =
5(j>o{-k)6(pa(k)
-T(k .  z) H ~ k . , z ) (1.31)
It turns out tha t the Green’s function calculated from the action is real [58]; th a t is, there 
is no imaginary part. A retarded Green's function, though, is in general complex. Even if 
we only keep the z =  e boundary terms, the Green's function is still real. In fact, using 
J-*(k, z) --- J r(—k, c), we would have G(k) = — 2Re[Jr (A’. e)]. The conjecture for computing 
retarded (advanced) Green's functions is to assign ingoing-wave (outgoing-wave) boundary 
conditions to the bulk-to-boundary propagator and calculate the Green’s function as [58]:
G(k) = - 2 T { k . t ) . (1.32)
essentially claiming tha t JF{k, e) is the object th a t we’re interested in, even though proce- 
durally we would be instructed to calculate only the real part.
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A convenient way to discuss these Green's functions is in terms of a ratio of the 
coefficients in Jr{k\ e). We have the near boundary, small 2 . behavior of the bulk-to- 
boundary propagator:
Schematically, this comes from the crossterms of the num erator and denominator. The 
punchline is tha t black hole quasinormal modes satisfy ingoing-wave boundary conditions 
near the horizon, and A(k)  =  0 near the boundary. So the black hole quasinormal modes 
correspond precisely to  the poles of the Green’s function [58].
As discussed before, we can turn  on tem perature by considering a black hole geometry. 
For a concrete example we take a metric of the following form:
where /(c ) . not to be confused with the bulk-to-boundary propagator, has a first order 
zero at a special location z = z^.  defining the horizon. Later we will take the function 
J(z)  =  1 — th a t is, the background solution for an AdS,i-Schwarzschild black hole.
The near-horizon field asymptotics can be described as ingoing- or outgoing-waves (like 
the zero tem perature case) in terms of the horizon function:
r a   ^ A ( k ) z ^  + --- + B ( k ) z A + --- 
~  A(k)ed~± +  • • - +  B(k)e*  +  • • • ’
(1.33)
When calculating the Green's function we have the leading, non-analytic (in k) behavior:
(1.34)
(1.35)
±i u ! F ( z H)
( 1.36)
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where T(~h ) is some function. We now have the ingredients to calculate real-time corre­
lation functions at finite tem perature in a strongly-coupled field theory.
In order to add superconductivity, we would need to identify an order param eter for 
a phase transition corresponding to the breaking of a U (l) symmetry. This additional 
parameter would violate what are known as black hole ‘‘no-hair’' theorems (or more ap­
propriately. conjectures). These “no-hair” theorems are a  general set of arguments stating 
th a t stable black hole solutions are only described by a select set of quantum  numbers 
(position, angular momentum, charge, and mass) with no other free param eters ([59], for 
a review). The models of Refs. [60, 14] circumvent the black hole ‘‘no-hair'1 theorems. 
In these models, for cold enough black holes, scalar fields condense near the black hole 
horizon and the new free param eter is the order param eter of the phase transition. In 
Ref. [14], the theory is a four-dimensional Abelian Higgs model coupled to  gravity with a 
negative cosmological constant. The scalar condensation spontaneously breaks the gauge 
invariance, suggestive of superconductivity. Since the spacetime is asymptotically AdS<i, 
this result has a direct holographic interpretation in term s of A dS/C FT: the condensed 
scalar is dual to a nonzero scalar operator expectation value. The Lagrangian of Ref. [14] 
is
i
167tG n£  =  R  -  —  -  -F * v -  \df/ip -  iqAflv |2 -  m 2|t^|2, (1-37)
where the first two terms on the right-hand side are the gravity Lagrangian, and the last 
terms are the m atter Lagrangian. It was found th a t for a large enough charge q and a cold 
enough black hole, there is an instability to  scalar hair condensation. The argument goes 
as follows (see Ref. [14] for the subtleties involved). If we consider the static part of the 
Lagrangian with only A q and ip nonzero, the scalar field has an effective mass (assuming
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for the moment th a t we can use the metric (1.35) and scale out the charge):
=  ™2 “  W ) {A “)2' (1 '38)
If the last term in the expression for m f2ff becomes big enough, which will occur near 
the horizon for nonzero Ao, then the indication is th a t the scalar field xi> condenses. If we 
rescale the fields by q and take the limit q —» oc (the ‘‘probe limit’’), then the gravitational 
part of the action decouples from the m atter action. This allows us to study the m atter 
Lagrangian in the background (1.35). and justifies our assumptions leading to . The 
above model in the probe limit, and its dimensional deconstruction, will be the topic ot 
Chapter 4.
We are now in a position to study the application of the A dS/C FT  dictionary to a 
variety of physical models. In Chapter 2, we study a model with a minimal, set of fields on a 
slice of AdS5 space. The model will have an SU(2 )/.x  SU(2)# gauge invariance with a  field 
transforming as a bifundamental, corresponding to the operator qs/iR. This is a minimal 
holographic model of two-flavor QCD with the patte rn  of chiral symmetry breaking built 
in. yet we will discover some behavior inconsistent w ith well known models (Effective Field 
Theory, Lattice QCD, etc.), leading to an improved holographic calculation discussed in 
the sequel. In Chapter 3, we will continue studying the model from Chapter 2, and will 
find that nonlinear boundary conditions on the fields are required to  maintain the pat­
tern of chiral symmetry breaking beyond quadratic order in the field fluctuations this 
is important when considering phase transitions, for instance. In Chapter 4, we move on 
to possible condensed m atter applications of A dS/C FT . where we review a holographic 
.s-wave superconductor. The theory has a charged U (l) scalar field in a four-dimensional 
AdS-Sclnvarzschild background spacetime; the boundary theory then has spacetime di­
mension three. As already discussed, this type of black hole background has an instability
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to the development, of scalar hair, at low enough tem perature, signalling a possible su­
perconducting phase transition. We will see how the application of an idea referred to 
as "deeonst ruction of extra dimensions’’ gives us a three-dimensional field theory which 
mimics, with the addition of a somewhat ad hoc boundary contribution, the physics of the 
holographic theory.
C H A P T E R  2
H olographic P ion s
In this chapter, we will study a  holographic model of hadrons with a chemical poten­
tial turned on for isospin, fxj. Our focus will be to look a t the pion condensation phase 
transition (at zero tem perature) th a t results, as a function of /zj. Following the natural 
development of the model, we will discover tha t the transition from the hadronic phase 
to the pion condensate phase is first order except in a  certain limit of model parameters. 
This analysis suggests tha t immediately across the phase boundary the condensate acts 
as a stiff medium approaching the Zel'dovich limit of equal energy density and pressure. 
Interestingly these results, which should follow almost entirely from symmetry consider­
ations, disagree with results from other models, suggesting possible improvements to the 
holographic model. Such improvements will be considered in Chapter 3.
2.1 H olography and Isospin  C hem ical P oten tia l
Dense nuclear m atter generically carries net isospin and consequently has a nonvan­
ishing isospin chemical potential, /q. The Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) and the 
Large Hadron Collider (LHC) are presently the premier laboratories capable of studying
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the quark-gluon plasma phase of nuclear m atter. The heavy nuclei in these experiments 
carry isospin, so the finite tem perature system after collision has a nonvanishing isospin 
chemical potential. Neutron stars have still larger chemical potential, and the behav­
ior of such objects depends on the phase structure of QCD in cold, dense environments 
[61, 62, 63, 64]. At large chemical potential it is expected tha t mesons condense, beginning 
with the pions a t /q ~  m n [65, 66 , 67]. The phase diagram of QCD at high density has been 
explored via the chiral Lagrangian [68 , 69], the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model [70, 71, 72], 
and lattice QCD [73. 74, 75, 76]. The general consensus is th a t at low tem peratures and 
vanishing baryon chemical potential there is a second order transition from the hadronic 
phase to a pion condensate phase at a critical isospin chemical potential /q around the 
pion mass m T «  140 MeV, or larger at finite tem perature.
We will study the behavior of m atter with isospin chemical potential in a  holographic- 
model of hadrons [11. 12]. Related analyses in other holographic systems appear elsewhere 
(e.g. Refs. [79, 80, 81. 82]). Both explicit and spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking may 
be built into this extra-dimensional models, resulting in an effective description simi­
lar to extended hidden-local-symmetry models [77, 78]. The A dS/C FT  correspondence 
maps sources and expectation values of field theory operators to  backgrounds of extra- 
dimensional fields with corresponding quantum  numbers. By studying fluctuations about 
a prescribed background, the model makes predictions for field theory observables. Moti­
vation to study the hard-wall model of Refs. [11. 12] comes in light of recent suggestions 
that the pion condensat e phase is absent in th a t model [83]. In contrast , we will discover 
the pion condensate phase and study its properties.
The harcl-wall models [5, 6 . 7, 11. 12] are the simplest holographic models which cap­
ture certain features of QCD. The hard-wall geometry is a region of 4+1 dimensional1
'The +1 in the spacetime dimensionality, when written explicitly as 4+1 as opposed to 5, always refers 
to time, not the extra spatial dimension of the holographic model.
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(5D) Anti-de Sitter space preserving the isometries of 3+1 dimensional (4D) Minkowski 
space. The main motivation for this choice of spacetime is its simplicity, although argu­
ments have been made to support the choice of Anti-de S itter space in light of asymptotic 
freedom at high energies and evidence for an approxim ate conformal invariance in QCD 
at lower energies [84. 85]. The presence of a wall, which term inates the spacetime at what 
is referred to as the IR boundary, leads to a discrete spectrum  of Kaluza-Klein modes 
identified via their quantum  numbers with towers of hadronic resonances.
As discussed in the Introduction, global symmetries are lifted to  gauge invariances 
in the holographic description. In order to include the approxim ate chiral symmetry of 
the up and down quarks. SU(2)/, x SU(2)R gauge fields are included in the 5D model. To 
mimic the pattern  of chiral symmetry breaking, a set of scalar fields transforming in the 
bifundamental representation of the chiral symmetry group is introduced. The quantum 
numbers of the scalar fields are those of the scalar quark bilinear q\jfR, where i and j  
are flavor indices which are now gauge indices. W hen we write the operator product qq 
we are implicitly tracing over the Lorentz structure. The scalar fields have a background 
profile which preserves the 4D Lorentz invariance of the spacetime but breaks the chiral 
symmetry to the diagonal isospin subgroup. If the non-normalizable mode of the scalar 
is turned on. then the theory is modified so as to  explicitly break the chiral symmetry, as 
if by a quark mass; if the normalizable mode has a nonvanishing background then there 
is a spontaneous breaking of the chiral symmetry, as if by a contribution to the chiral 
condensate (q}jfR).
Next we would like to  turn on a chemical potential for SU(2)v, which is the vector 
subgroup of the chiral symmetry group SU(2)Lx SU(2)R. The chemical potential for the 
third component of isospin is a source for the isospin number density
(2 . 1)
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which is the time component of the isospin current
.I?" = qlY T “qJ. (2 .2)
where T “ =  o a/2  are the generators of the isospin SU(2). A source (say e0 =  fi\) for the 
isospin number density, written explicitly as £  D fi\ Ay =  vqJ° . couples to the current like 
the time component of a background gauge field: schematically, £  D However, we
would like to  turn on a chemical potential in the boundary theory from the perspective 
of the bulk 5D model. Recall tha t the non-normalizable mode of the 5D gauge field acts 
as a source for the boundary current, represented by the normalizable mode. Hence, a 
non-normalizable background for the time component of the vector combination of 5D 
gauge fields should mimic an isospin chemical potential in the 4D effective theory.
In general, as the magnitude of the isospin chemical potential is increased above the 
pion mass, it becomes energetically favorable for a pion condensate to form. We will 
find that the phase transition is first order in the hard-wrall model unless the 5D gauge 
coupling vanishes. The speed of sound cs at high tem peratures was conjectured to  satisfy 
a “sound bound” < 1 /3  [86 , 87], where cj =  1/3 is the conformal limit. We will see th a t 
fluctuations in the condensate a t zero tem perature violate the “sound bound,” except near 
the phase boundary and then only if the 5D gauge coupling is small enough. Violation 
of the sound bound at low tem perature is not unusual [87] and has also been observed in 
certain D-brane systems [82] and in a holographic model describing m atter at a Lifshitz 
point [88].
We will focus on the zero-temperature phase of isospin m atter, which corresponds to 
the original hard-wall background without a black-hole horizon. For simplicity we will not 
include chemical potentials except for isospin, so the analysis presented here provides only 
a narrow cross section of the phase structure of the model. Extensions of these results to
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nonvanishing tem perature and barvon chemical potential, and to include strange quarks 
and Kaon condensation [89], may shed light on the phases of m atter in neutron stars and 
other extreme environments.
2.2 H olographic P ion  C onden sation
We begin by defining the 5D theory, where we include a very minimal set of fields 
and interactions: the bifundamental X  dual to  q i/iR. and the SU(2) ^ x SU(‘2 )H gauge 
fields. We will then turn  on isospin chemical potential and solve for the linearized bulk 
pion equations of motion to find the instability to pion condensation. The instability 
occurs exactly when the pions are expected to condense, when /q =  m v. Expanding the 
Lagrangian to quartic order in the pion fluctuations will then allow us to  determine the 
order of the pion condensation phase transition, and calculate the number density and 
speed of sound.
The action for the 5D hard-wall model with chiral symmetry is given by [11. 12],
,S =  J  d * x d z y/ g ' T v ^ D MX \ 2 - M l  | * | 2 -  ^  (F f  +  F£) j , (2.3)
where D,\ jX = d\jX.  —i , L ^ X + i X H ,^/, L =  Lr^fTa and F \] \  — L \ —d ^ L y —i [T^ ,/> L;v] 
(similarly for /?), and we normalize the gauge kinetic term  as in [11], The mass for the 
field X  is set to =  - 3 .  which is appropriate for the mass dimension of the operator 
qt/ia- As explained in the Introduction, the mass dimension for the operator dual to X  
is A + =  |  +  \  +  M \  ’ =  3, which is consistent with [qiTlrt] — § +  f  =  3, for fermions
in four dimensions. The scalar fields X  transform  in the bifundamental representation of 
the SU(2)i,x SU(2)a gauge invariance; th a t is, X ( x , z )  —> Ui(x.  z )X ( x ,  z)Uji (.r, z), where 
Ul.r {x . z) is an element of the SU(2)l r gauge group. The spacetime in the hard-wall
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model is a slice of AdS.5:
ds2 = a(z ) 2 {qta,dxi‘dxlJ -  d z2) . e < z < zm,
where a(z) = l / z  in units of the AdS curvature scale, and qlu/ is the 4D Minkowski metric 
with mostly negative signature. Greek indices range from 0 to  3, and capital Latin indices 
from 0 to 4, with x 4 also denoted by 2 . This metric is the Poincare patch Eq. (1.6) with 
an IR cutoff (s =  zm) to model confinement.
Chiral symmetry breaking is provided by the background solution, uniform in x 1' . to 
the X  field equation of motion.
where m q is the quark mass matrix responsible for sourcing a  — (qq). the chiral condensate. 
The bulk vector gauge field z)] is dual to the boundary
isospin vector current operator J y l{.x). Working in the gauge L" = R az =  0, the linearized 
equations of motion for the transverse part of V"  are
(2.4)
(2.5)
The background solutions, uniform in x 1' . for V);1 are of the form
Vj (z )  — cx +  y 22- (2 .6 )
where the coefficient of the non-normalizable mode, c \ , is identified with the chemical 
potential for the third component of isospin pj: and c2 is proportional to the spontaneously 
generated background isospin number density, which we assume to vanish. Hence, the
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background gauge field is constant,
Vo3 =  /'I- (2-7)
In order to more easily identify the instability to pion condensation we will focus 
only on the pion fluctuations coupled to  the background gauge field (2.7). This means 
we will be ignoring the vector gauge field fluctuations and the transverse axial gauge field 
fluctuations. The pions are identified with solutions to  the linearized coupled equations of 
motion for the Goldstone modes in the scalar fields X ,  which mix with the longitudinal 
part of the axial vector field =  (L" — /? ")/2  =  dfl&a. We parametrize the Goldstone 
modes bv fields 7ra such tha t ,
X  =  X 0 exp [i27iaT a]
(2 .8 )
=  X 0 (cos b +  i (na<7a) sin b) ,
where b = \ /n circ' and nc = b~lttc. Plugging this param etrization into the action (2.3), we 
have the pion part of the action:
S n = J  r/4.?: dz \ / —g ^ 2Xq <^9,V/(cos b) d M(cos b) +  Om (n° sin b) d M(na sin b)
-  sin b)ea,icna sin b -  ^ -d ,,(n a sin b) cos bd^0 n
a2 a2
+ ^xd Jco s  b) na sin b d‘‘(pa +  cos b ea3cna sin b d0<pr
a2 a2
+  ^  sin2 b ncndfcir(dAr + cos2 bd,i<pa&l0 a +  -4  sin2 b n ad,,0 ancd,l&r 
a2 a 2 a2
- d zdp0 adt dr<t>a + O[{ A* )A] ^  (2.9)
where contractions of Greek indices are done with r//a, and those of capital Latin indices 
are done using the full metric
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The indication for an instability to condensation occurs when a mass term turns 
negative. To see this, we need only look at the behavior of the pion masses in the four­
dimensional effective Lagrangian. To quadratic order in n n and <pn. the 5D action for the
where 7T1 =  ^ ( 7r+ it2 =  ^==(/T4 — n~),  and ir3 =  7r° (similarly for oa). These equa­
tions are evaluated in the pion rest frame (q =  0 ). where we identify the pion frequency with 
the four-dimensional effective pion mass in the isospin background: idtn± (x) —> m zt 7T± (x), 
assuming a plane-wave solution for 7t± ( . t ) .  Working in the gauge A aLz =  A%z =  0, the 
fields satisfy the boundary conditions 9 j 0 ±,o(2ra) =  d>±3J(e) =  7r±,0(e) =  0. The boundary 
condition at z,n corresponds to the gauge-invariant condition F^fl(zm) =  F ^  (zm) — 0, but 
this choice is not unique and is made for simplicity.
pion sector, written ~  S i2\  is
d4x d z l v 2a* ^ 7radf,7ra^ 7 T / T  -  ^ d z 7Ta d z 7Ta + & (d07rV -  d07TV)
) - d ^ acF 6a +  +  m (tT2dQ4>x -  tt'Oov2)
The linearized equations of motion for rca and o a are:
( 2 . 11 )
m±Q± ~  (m± T  Hi) 7r± = ,
(m 2± =F H m ± )  ~  (™± T  2/n?n± +  fif) ^  = ^ ( ) z{v2a:>'dr.'ii± ) ,
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By eliminating c^ ’0 we can obtain equations of motion for 7r± 0 alone:
dz ( ir a 3c?.7r°)] +  m^d-ir0 — g lv2a2dzir° =  0.
dz [ ^ s d z (v2ai dziT± ')\ +  ( m | T  2/j\m± + p f) (2 .12)
—g?v2a2dz7T± = 0.
Except for the replacement of the eigenvalue m'l with =F 2ptm ± +  /if), the fields tt* 
and 7r° are solutions to the same differential equation with the same boundary conditions, 
with identical eigenvalues
m l  = ( m | T  2/qm-fc +  /if). (2.13)
The neutral pion is unaffected by the chemical potential, so m 0 is identified with the pion
mass in vacuum, m*.  In subsequent sections we will derive the 4D effective Lagrangian
for the pion modes by integrating the action over the extra dimension. However, we 
can already argue for the quadratic p a rt of the effective Lagrangian, which is enough 
to demonstrate the instability to pion condensation. The linearized equations of motion 
which follow from the effective Lagrangian should be consistent with the determ ination of 
m±  in (2.13). Replacing m±  with the operator i.(\ acting on the rest-frame plane wave 
solutions to the equations of motion, we have the rest-frame equation of motion
( - d l  T  2?/q<90 +  Pi -  m ;)  ^ ( a r )  =  0. (2.14)
These linearized equations of motion follow from the 4D Lagrangian.
£±  =  d^ TT* d^n  — (m \  — /ii)7r4 7r" — ipi(7T ~ c>o7rf — Tc + d0n '"). (2.15)
which we will derive more systematically later. From the sign of the pion mass term  we
see that when /q > m,n there is an instability to  condensation of the charged pions. The 
properties of the condensate phase depend on the pion interactions, which we address next.
2.3 P roperties o f th e  P ion  C on d en sate  P h ase
Since the pattern of chiral symmetry breaking is built into our holographic model, we 
expect to reproduce predictions of the chiral Lagrangian, at least qualitatively. We will 
first carry out our analysis in the simpler situation where we take 95 —>■ 0 , in order to 
decouple the gauge fields, and then move on to the case of nonzero g5. In both cases, the 
pion effective theory is determined by the action evaluated 011 the solution for the pion 
mode discussed in the previous section, integrated over the extra dimension. Expanding 
the 4D effective potential, Kff.[7r± (-:r:) ^ i ] ;  t°  quartic order in the pion fluctuations and 
finding the minimum allows us to determine the nature of the pion condensation phase 
transition as a function of /q. We then derive expressions for the number density and 
speed of sound.
2.3.1 D ecou p lin g  th e  5D  G auge F ie ld s
The limit 95 —>■ 0 provides the most direct comparison to previous results. In tha t limit 
the fluctuations of the 5D gauge fields decouple from the pion physics. The corresponding 
4D effective theory is similar to the chiral Lagrangian with isospin chemical potential 
included as a background for a  4D isospin gauge field, as in Ref. [68]. In terms of the 
unitary fields
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the leading order chiral Lagrangian is
£ 4D =  ^ T r  (V„E V "E f) +  ! ^ T r  (E +  E f) . (2.17)
where V 0E =  <%E — i&- [a:i. E] and V, =  Expanding to second order in the pion fields, 
the Lagrangian takes the form,
Ad = \ d ^ a&'-na -  \  (m l -  /zf) (ttV 4- ttV)
1 1 (2.18)
-  ^ m l 7rVJ +  //] (d07r2Trl -  d0TTl 7T2) .
The instability when |//i| >  m w signals the phase transition to a pion condensate phase. 
Estimation of the value of the condensate and related observables requires an extension 
of the analysis to  higher order in the pion fields, which we perform in the holographic 
description.
By design, the analysis of the 5D model is similar to the chiral Lagrangian analysis 
above. In the limit fj-, —> 0, we neglect couplings to the longitudinal gauge field d^oa. The 
action (2.9) takes the form
«S9ft=o =  J  d >:rv/ —</1 ^ 2X 0 \&m (cos b) d M(cos b) +  d\ t (na sin b) d M (na sin 6)]
2 'N
- 2 ^  do (nr sin b) ea3cn a sin b +  %  sin2 b ncn dec3red3c I. (2.19) 
a z a 1 J
where b = V T44 and r f  = b~1ttc as before. The linearized equations of motion for the 
pion fields are now’,
- m 27r0 ± =  - L - d J v 2a*dz7r0 ± ) . (2.20)
The condensate is a static configuration rotationally invariant in x 1, r 2. .z"L The action on
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such configurations gives the condensate effective potential,
V 'k « .o  =  f < t z v U ? a ( A \ ( f )  +  ^ i n 2 f> ( ^ )
sin2 b n cn d (8cd -  5c38d:i) 1 . (2 .21)
The effective potential increases with \dnc/dz\ ,  so dnc/d z  =  0 in the ground state. The 
profile of b(z) is determined from the solution to the equations of motion for the pion 
Kaluza-Klein mode. Expanding to fourth order in the pion fields,
=/ "d z {(£) - A - n r +■ ■ ■)
x Ti n 1 (<)cd -  5ci5d3) |
=  j T  dz ^ /z * l{ n .* i r (* )a -  ( A * ?  -  +  ■ • • )
x ncn d (Srd -  Sc[iSd3) J , (2.22)
where we used the linearized equation of m otion (2.20) in the last line.
For |pi | > rn  ^ it is energetically favorable to  tu rn  on the charged pions. The pion field 
is normalized by its kinetic term in the effective 4D theory, so we define ira(z) =  Tr(z)ira 
such that
J^ dz v2a3 fc(z)2 = 1, (2.23)
and rra is the pion condensate {tta).
Minimizing Vpff .9. =0 expanded to 0 [ { tt“)4], w ritten =0. we find tha t the transi-
tion is smooth (second order), and for // >  m~ we obtain,
_3_ 
4n
(2.24)
where rj = / /" ' dz e V ^ s ) 4. We then find,
(2.25)
and the isospin number density is
(2.26)
We can express r) in terms of / /  in this model by the A dS/C FT  determ ination of f n. 
The correlator of a product of axial currents has a pion pole at zero momentum transfer in 
the chiral limit, with residue equal to / / .  The A dS/C FT  correspondence determines the 
correlation function in terms of a bulk-to-boundary propagator which solves the linearized 
equations of motion for the transverse part of the axial vector field. For more details in 
the context of the present model, see Refs. [11, 12]. We summarize the results here.
The linearized equation of motion for the transverse part of the axial vector field 
A"(q,z)  is given by,
A “(q.z)  =  A(q, z)A%fi(q), with boundary conditions dzA(q , z ) \Zm = 0 and A(q,e) = 1. 
In terms of the bulk-to-boundary propagator the A dS/C FT  prediction for the pion decay 
constant is
The bulk-to-boundary propagator A(q, z) describes the solution to (2.27) of the form
1 8zA( 0 : z)
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If <75 =  0 then the bulk-toboundarv propagator a t q2 =  0 is uniform, .4(0, z) =  1. To 
next order in g\, we obtain
1 f Zm
- d zA (0. z) =  - gI j  dz v (z )2j z 3 +  0 ( g 45/zfn). 
From (2.28) we obtain in the g5 —> 0 limit.
(2.29)
dz l i z f !2 /
r 2 ,4
(2.30)
+  mz  log(^m/e).
Note tha t in the absence of boundary counterterm s we must choose e such tha t log(zm/f )  <  
a z 2n/ m q to respect the chiral limit. We choose e — 1 /(108 MeVr). In th a t case the integral 
defining f 2 is dominated by the region where the pion wavefunction it(z ) is approximately 
constant. Comparing (2.30) with (2.23), we learn th a t the pion wavefunction n{z) ~  1 /  
except for a region of small as in Figure 2.1. 
fn Hz)
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FIG. 2.1: Pion eigenfunction with m q =  4.25 MeV, a  =  (263 M eV)3. and zm =  1/(323 Mev
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Similarly, from the integral defining r) we have
V «  1 I f l  (2-31)
For a concrete example, fixing the mass of the lightest KI< mode of the vector field V°  
to 776 MeV determines zm = 1/(323 MeV) [11]. Then with m f/=4.25 MeV and chiral 
condensate a =  (263 MeV)3 we find physical values m T=140 MeV and f n= 92 MeV in the 
<75 —t 0 limit. W ith these values of the param eters, we find
d z v ( z ) 2a{*)3*(z )4 = 1/(91 M eV)2, (2.32)
which is approximately l / / 2 as expected. Note th a t the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner relation 
is approximately satisfied, m2/ 2/(2 m 9cr) =  1.07 ss 1.
We now have the holographic prediction of the equation of state:
n,  «  j / ,V i  ( l  -  )  • (2.33)
For comparison, the corresponding prediction from the 4D chiral Lagrangian (2.17) is [68]
" 4 D  =  f i l l  I f 1 -  7 j )  ' <2 '3 4 >
which differs from the holographic prediction by an overall factor of 4/3. This overall
factor drops out of the ratio of pressure to energy density and the speed of sound at zero
temperature. The number densities are plotted in Figure 2.2. The model is not expected 
to be valid for /q >  m p % 5.5ra.T. but we plot the model prediction here and below over 
the entire range of /q.
The pressure p and energy density c in the pion condensate medium are determined
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FIG. 2.2: Isospin number density. The bottom  solid curve is the prediction of the hard-wall 
model with m q =  4.25 MeV. a =  (263 MeV)'! and zm — 1 /(323 MeV). The top dotted curve is 
the result from Ref. [68] quoted in (2.34).
by n i(/ti) [68 , 73]:
f 2  { . . 2  _  ™ 2 \ 2
p(v i) =  r  n i dfi =  3 / " (^ 2 2 m i )  , (2.35)
v  77l-x r '  I
= (w) =  f  /ii dh =  (/q2 -  m 2) (/if +  3m l )  . (2.36)
Jo °th
This gives
V Pi ~  m l
s p 2 +  3m l '
and
2 dp  /q* -  m \
(2.37)
(2.38)
b de //j +  3 m l
The speed of sound violates the sound bound c2 < 1/3 except near the phase transition 
boundary at /q =  m K.
2.3 .2  Includ ing  D yn am ica l 5D  G au ge B o so n s
Having understood how the </5 —> 0 limit of holographic QCD reproduces the qualita­
tive behavior of isospin m atter at low tem perature expected from the chiral Lagrangian,
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we now consider the more general situation including couplings to the 5D gauge fields. 
In the calculations below we will take <7.5 =  2tt, which makes the holographic prediction 
of the vector current polarization at large momentum transfer agree with perturbative 
three-color QCD [11, 12] .
We first construct an approximate solution to (2 .11) as an expansion in m n, as in 
Ref. [11], Combining the first two equations of (2.11) we get
Recalling the boundary conditions 7r(e) =  0(e) — dz<i>\Zm =  0, to zeroth order in m„ the 
solution is 7 r°  =  0. and <j>° satisfies the same equation as the bulk-to-boundarv propagator 
in (2.27), so we set 0°(z) = .4(0, z ) ~ l .  Away from the boundary a t s =  e consistency of the 
approximate solution with the first of the equations in (2.11) requires 7r° «  —1. Recalling 
tha t the charged pions have the same wavefunction as the neutral pion, we temporarily 
normalize the fields so that tt± (z ) =  7T0(^). Then 0 ± =  (1 fi\/m.±) [A(0, z) — 1].
Integrating the action (2.10) by parts we get.
where functions without an argument are understood to be functions of 2 . Ignoring the 
7T° terms, which can be obtained by taking /q —>• 0, we can use the third of Eqs. (2.11) to
(2.39)
x d,lir+(x)d,l7t (x) + \dz (v2a3dz7r+) n -f /ij r 2a37r+7r ] 7r+(.r)7r (x)
— i [c2a3pj (tt 7r f — 7T1)] don (x )tt+ (x)
+i  [r2a3p-i (7r+7r“ — 0 +7r“ )] 5o7r+(.r)7r“ ( x ) l ,  (2.40)
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solve for o ± and obtain
S i2’ I d‘x{ m _m +
m _ g.
j  d z v 2a3m r —  ^J  d z d z{adz(p )7r 
^  y  <9,(a<92(p+)7rj d^TT+{x)d>liT~(x)
+
+  i,
7-^j- f  dzdz{adz(t> >') t t  +  p 2 f  d z v 2a37T7T
dl
rn_
J  d z v 2a3mr +  y  d z d z(adz0  7r)
7r+(.r)7r (x) 
^07r_ (j;)7r+ (a-)
di
m +
J  dz v2a:i7T7r 4— 2 J  dz dz(adz(p^ )* d07T+(x)7T (x) > , (2.41)
}■
where we have used tt =  7r°(s) =  7r± (^). We now use the approxim ate solutions for 6 ^  
and make the approximation n =  — 1 in those integrals dominated by the region where the 
pion wavefunction is flat. Defining a  =  yj J  dz v 2a3 tttt and making use of equation (2.28), 
we get
7T (x)d^TT (x) -  (m ; -  a t f )  f 27r+ (x)7r (x)
The resulting Lagrangian after canonically normalizing the kinetic term  is, transforming 
back to ( t t 1, tt2 . t t 3 ) ,
Ccff. = \d,,TTad,i'Ka -  i  (m 2 -  p f) ( t t V  +  7T27T2)
1
(2.43)
-m-TT-TT- + Pi (doir2^  -  d07Tl Ti2) .
This agrees with the leading order 4D chiral Lagrangian (2.18), and the earlier discussion 
which led to (2.15).
Having seen the instability to pion condensation, we now include the pion interactions
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to quartic order, to determine the nature of the phase transition. The effective potential for 
static configurations of tt(.t) takes the same form as (2 .21) because the longitudinal gauge 
bosons are derivatively coupled. We make the ansatz tha t n 3 =  0; the pion expectation 
value is only in the plane. W ith the approxim ate solutions for tt( z ) and <p(z)
described above, and applying the canonical rescaling of the kinetic term , the effective 
potential at 0 ( b A) becomes
m  =  |  K  -  4 )  * + ■  <2 « )
where ?/ =  j j  f  dz  r 2a3 Trmnr. a  =  j? J  dz i,2a 3 tttt, and f n is given by (2.28). Note th a t tt(z) 
here is the approximate solution for small m n described earlier, and is not the canonicallj" 
normalized field. We can now solve for the minimum of the potential. d V ^ / d b  =  0:
tS =  g 4 (T l ~ 0 ! ) a-  (2.45)
2 W i  (M-? -  m l )
The isospin number density is
m =  -  V s-  =  M i K  -  - f  • (2-46)
<9/ii t? 4  V Mi J
The phase transition is first order, with the order param eter jum ping a t the phase bound­
ary //-i =  m,r. The minimum value of the free energy leff. 0{bA) is discontinuous a t the 
critical point /q — but the perturbative expansion breaks down near the critical point 
and we expect a nonperturbative analysis to confirm continuity in the free energy across 
the phase boundary. However, we can say with confidence th a t the transition is not second 
order in this model, because if it were then the order param eter b would vary smoothly and 
we would expect a perturbative analysis to be valid. Although perturbation theory breaks 
down near the transition, we plot the perturbative prediction for the number density in
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FIG. 2.3: Isospin number density. The top solid curve is the perturbative prediction of the 
hard-wall model with parameters fit to rnp, m K and / n: m q =  2.26 MeV. o  =  (333 M eV)3. and 
3m =  1/(323 MeV). This set of parameters gives a  =  3.66 and r/ =  3.60, in (2.46). The bottom  
dotted curve is the result from Ref. [68] given in (2.34).
This is plotted next to the chiral Lagrangian prediction in Figure 2.4. Note th a t the 
speed of sound exceeds the sound bound c2 =  1/3 throughout the pion condensate phase 
at zero tem perature.
2.4 A  C om m ent on th e  Chiral Lagrangian
Leading order chiral perturbation theory predicts th a t the transition to the pion con­
densate phase is second order. We have learned tha t gauging the chiral symmetry in the
Figure 2.3.
The ratio of the pressure to energy density is now
P =  a 2Pi ~  m j  
e a2/.if +  3m2 '
(2.47)
and
2 _  q V i -  m l  
Cfi a 2fif  -I- 3 m*
(2.48)
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FIG. 2.4: Speed of Sound. The upper solid curve is the perturbative prediction of the hard-wall 
model for the speed of sound with in,, =  2.26 MeV. a  =  (333 M eV)3, and sm =  1/(323 MeV).
This set of parameters gives the value a  =  3.66 in (2.48). The bottom  dotted curve is the 
prediction based on (2.34). The top and bottom  horizontal dashed lines represent the speed of 
light and the conformal limit =  1/3.
holographic model qualitatively modifies predictions for pion condensation at zero tem­
perature. The transition becomes first order, and the medium becomes stiff immediately 
beyond the phase boundary. We note th a t the order of the transition is not determined 
entirely by the symmetry structure of the theory. Including higher derivative term s in 
the chiral Lagrangian, albeit with unphysically large coefficients, can have similar conse­
quences, as we will now demonstrate. Consider the Lagrangian
f 2  2
C = i f T r  [ D ^ D fl Ef] +  ^ L L T r  [E +  EH +  Ql (Tr [D ^ED ^E1] ) 2
4 4 (2.49)
+  Q2Tr [Z?#1ED „Et] Tr [ZT'EZTT*] ,
where for this analysis a t  and 0:2 are arb itrary  parameters. Once again we take the 
static part of the Lagrangian to get an expression for the effective potential. Defining
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S  =  cos b 4- i (7iaa° ) sin b, we have
/ , 2 f  2
Vcff.(cos6) = -----^  (1 -  cos2 6) (1 -  n3n 3) -  m l f 2 cos 6
2 4 ,2 (2-50)
- a 1^ p ( l - c o s 2 6) 2 ( l - n ' V ) 2 ,
where «i =  t I (q i  +  a 2). At the minimum of Vpff., n 3 =  0, and we find a region of
/  tr
a 1 parameter space where the phase transition is first order. T hat is, as ci\ increases 
past a critical value a jnt’ =  l / ( 2n7^ ), the phase transition changes from second to  first 
order. This is illustrated in Figure 2.5 . However. =  0.22 is much larger than  the
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FIG. 2.5: Each plot shows the phase transition for a different value of the a\  parameter. The 
critical value of /n for pion condensation depends on a\.  The three curves shown in each plot 
correspond to /tj < p c, in =  p.r, and //j >  ;/r (top dotted, middle solid, and bottom  dashed 
curves, respectively). Plot (a) shows the transition for a\  less than the critical value. Plot, (b) 
is with ai the critical value, while d] of (c) is larger. These plots assumed r»_ =  139 MeV and 
u  -  92.4 MeV.
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typical low energy coefficients in the chiral Lagrangian inferred by experiment (/i(m ir) =  
( - 4  ± 6) x 1(T4, I2(mK) = (9.1 ± 0 .2 ) x 1(T3) [90, 91].
In summary, we have studied pion condensation a t zero tem perature and finite isospin 
chemical potential in a hard-wall model of holographic QCD with chiral symmetry breaking 
and massive pions. At the critical point fij =  rn„ the pion condenses, and our perturbative 
analysis suggests that the condensate creates a stiff medium approaching the Zel'dovich 
equation of state  p = e. Sound propagation exceeds the conformal sound bound c\ =  1/3, 
except near the phase transition boundary if the 5D gauge coupling is small enough. The 
low-energv effective theory for pions as derived from the  hard-wall model indicates th a t the 
transition from the hadronic phase to the condensate phase is first order, except in the limit 
of vanishing 5D gauge coupling. This is in contrast to leading order chiral perturbation 
theory, which predicts a second order transition [68], and lattice simulations which also 
seem to be consistent with a second order transition [74]. These results suggest possible 
improvements to the holographic model we’ve been working with, which will be the topic 
of the next chapter.
C H A P T E R  3 
Chiral Sym m etry in H olographic  
Q CD
Continuing with the model of Chapter 2, a hard-wall model of holographic QCD. we 
will find that, nonlinear boundary dynamics are required in order to maintain the correct 
pattern of explicit and spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking beyond leading order in the 
pion fields. As a result, the pion condensate phase transition of this chirallv improved 
model is second order. W ith the help of a field redefinition, we can relate the requisite 
nonlinear boundary conditions to a standard  Sturm-Liouville system. Observables insen­
sitive to the chiral limit receive only small corrections in the improved description, and 
classical calculations in the hard-wall model remain surprisingly accurate.
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3.1 Background
The background spacetime is chosen to be a slice of Anti-de Sitter space (AdSs), with 
metric
d.s2 =  (n^dx*1 dxu -  dz2) . e < z < zm , (3.1)
The size of the extra dimension depends on 2m, which sets the Kaluza-Klein scale and is 
related holographically to the confining scale of QCD. A lternative spacetime backgrounds 
have been motivated by D-brane configurations in string theory which give rise to  QCD-like 
theories with chiral symmetry breaking and confinement, as in the Sakai-Sugimoto model 
based on the D4-D8 system [10]. The established A dS/C FT  dictionary between physics 
in 3+1 and 4+1 dimensions provides motivation for the model presented in C hapter 2, in 
which a complex scalar field in 4+1 dimensions, with the quantum  numbers of the quark 
bilinears (luqR] with flavor labels /. j , transforms as a  bifundamental under the SU(2 )iX  
SU(2)r gauge group. Again, the trace over the Lorentz structure of the operator qq is 
to be understood. As a demonstration of the pattern  of chiral symmetry breaking in the 
model, the Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner (GOR) relation for the pion mass was shown to be 
approximately satisfied [11, 92],
m l f l  =  '2m.na. (3.2)
where m T and f~ are the pion mass and decay constant calculated from the model, and m q 
and a  are parameters in the scalar field background playing the role of the quark mass and 
chiral condensate, respectively. The GOR relation is also satisfied in an SU(3) extension 
of the hard-wall model with an independent strange quark mass param eter [93].
Classical calculations in the hard-wall model have reproduced a variety of QCD ob­
servables with surprising accuracy, generally at the 10-15% level [11, 12]. The hard-wall 
model fails at high energies [94] where the Kaluza-Klein spectrum  diverges from the Regge
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spectrum [95], a problem partially corrected in the soft-wall model [96]. More surpris­
ingly, as we saw in the previous chapter, pion condensation in the hard-wall model has 
qualitatively different features from predictions of the chiral Lagrangian [97], In chiral per­
turbation theory without unphysically large low-energy coefficients, the pion condensation 
transition is second order and approaches the Zel’dovich equation of state  for stiff m atter 
smoothly across the phase boundary [68]. However, in the hard-wall model the transition 
from the hadronic phase to the pion condensate phase was found to be first order, rapidly 
approaching the Zel’dovich equation of state  across the phase boundary. Another subtle 
puzzle discovered in unpublished work [98] found th a t the GOR relation as derived in the 
hard-wall model with complex a  disagrees with the analogous prediction of the chiral La­
grangian. The holographic model takes as input the pattern  of chiral symmetry breaking, 
so disagreement with lowest-order chiral perturbation theory is surprising.
In this chapter, we will see th a t the incorrect structure of pion interactions in the 
hard-wall model is a result of the choice of boundary conditions imposed on the 5D fields. 
Care must be taken in order th a t the boundary conditions respect the symmetry breaking 
structure. The subtlety compared with other extra-dimensional models is th a t here the 
background of a bulk field not only spontaneously breaks the gauge invariance in the bulk, 
but a non-normalizable term  in the background also explicitly breaks the gauge invari­
ance. In the hard-wall model the bulk gauge invariance is responsible for the global chiral 
symmetry of the effective 4D theory, so it is im portant th a t the explicit and spontaneous 
breaking be correctly accounted for at the boundary.
We will find that nonlinear boundary conditions on the bulk scalar field, or else non­
linear boundary terms in the action, may be consistently chosen so as to restore the proper 
pattern of chiral symmetry breaking in the hard-wall model. The nonlinear boundary dy­
namics we propose are an alternative to the description in Ref. [99], which also leads to 
acceptable symmetry structure (and also accommodates a bulk Chern-Simons term  ab­
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sent in the present model). The nonlinear boundary conditions relate the 5D a -model 
scalars to products of pseudoscalars 7ra7ra , (iraTTa)2, etc. In order to  motivate these un­
usual boundary conditions and to  dem onstrate their relation to a Sturm-Liouville system, 
as required for consistency of the standard Kaluza-Klein decomposition of the fields and 
their interactions, we reparametrize the 5D fields by a nonlinear field redefinition. The 
reparam etrization introduces a new surface term  (i.e. a to ta l derivative) involving the pi­
ons in the 5D action but replaces the nonlinear boundary conditions with ordinary linear 
boundary conditions consistent with the desired symmetry-breaking pattern. As opposed 
to the boundary conditions proposed to  describe m ultitrace operators in the A dS/C FT  
correspondence [100. 101], the nonlinear boundary conditions in the hard-wall model arise 
away from the boundary of AdS, a t the infrared boundary of the spacetime.
The modifications [102] of the hard-wall model [11] required to restore the structure 
of chiral symmetry breaking have a number of phenomenological consequences. The GOR 
relation for the pion mass, Eq. (3.2), is correctly normalized only after the quark mass 
and chiral condensate are rescaled. This same rescaling is consistent (up to a sign) with 
the A dS/CFT correspondence, and is a result of the modified boundary physics. The pion 
potential is modified so as to  reconcile properties of the pion condensation transition with 
predictions of chiral perturbation theory. Most hadronic observables receive only small 
corrections which vanish in the chiral limit, so the hard-wall model remains surprisingly 
accurate in many of its predictions for low-energy QCD observables.
3.2 Features o f th e  H ard-W all M od el
Starting with the action (2.3), we will point out some salient features of the hard-wall 
model. As before, the equations of motion have a solution with vanishing gauge fields and
scalar field profile (where we add a tilde because we will later rescale the quark mass).
where 1 is the 2x2 identity matrix. The fields X  have the quantum  numbers of the scalar 
quark bilinears. which are the operators th a t are effectively sourced in the Lagrangian of 
the 3+1 dimensional theory by quark masses. Again, the term  in the solution Eq. (3.3) 
proportional to c is non-normalizable and is related by the A dS /C F T  dictionary to  the 
quark mass, which explicitly breaks the chiral symmetry; and the term  in the solution 
proportional to z:i is normalizable and is related to the condensate (qLqR)  ■. which sponta­
neously breaks the chiral symmetry [53. 55].
The non-normalizable mode in the scalar field background explicitly breaks a bulk 
gauge invariance, but the presence of this mode is equivalent to spontaneous breaking due 
to a heavy Higgs field localized on the ultraviolet boundary (z  =  e) in the decoupling limit. 
To see this, we write the Higgs doublet (<j>+. <p°) as a matrix.
which transforms in the bifundamental representation of the chiral symmetry. The up
Replacing qiqR with the 5D field X ,  the localized Higgs field has boundary action
where V (H )  is the Higgs potential exhibiting spontaneous symmetry breaking. A similar 
coupling appears in bosonic technicolor models [103. 104]. The factor of 1/e3 in the last
(3.3)
(3.4)
and down quark Yukawa couplings enter the Lagrangian as £ y uk. =  ATr {H^qltqR +  h.c.}.
S f = j  d\r. Tr | \d,tH \2 -  V ( H )  + ^  (H X*  +  X H * ) (3.5)
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term ensures the proper scaling with the field X  near the UV boundary. We impose 
Neumann boundary conditions on X  in the ultraviolet, modified by the presence of the 
boundary term (3.5). Replacing the Higgs field H  by its vacuum expectation value (H)  =
where □  =  q'^O^d^. Greek indices will always refer to  3+1 dimensions, and capital Latin 
indices will refer to 4+1 dimensions.
By identifying the diagonal quark mass M q — A(H),  the boundary condition becomes 
d:X  |( =  —M q. Near the boundary as e -+ 0. the solution for X  consistent with this 
boundary condition takes the form X  ~  —M qz. Thus, the coupling of X  to  a Higgs field 
localized at the UV boundary gives rise to the appropriate non-normalizable background 
solution for X ,  which justifies the presence of the non-normalizable background and its 
A dS/CFT interpretation as the source for the operator qq. However, the overall normal­
ization of M q in terms of the physical quark mass depends on the normalization of the 
field X .  In Eq. (3.3) we have set M q =  —m q/2.  (O ther normalizations may better match 
QCD predictions for correlators of products of scalar quark bilinears [105].)
The fluctuations of AT, which contain scalars and pseudoscalars (pions), are typically 
decomposed as [11, 12, 106]:
(<P°)1, chosen real, the equations of motion and boundary condition for X  are given by:
(3.6)
(3.7)
(3.8)
where S  is a Hermitian matrix of scalars and U =  exp[?+"(+. ;)<ra] is unitary. Any m atrix 
can be written as a product of a Hermitian and a unitary m atrix, and any Hermitian
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m atrix function of x  and z can be written as the term  in parentheses in Eq. (3.8). so this 
ansatz is completely general up to a U (l) factor relevant for the chiral anomaly but which 
will not be discussed here.
The scalars and pseudoscalars decouple at quadratic order in the action, so we tem­
porarily limit our attention to fluctuations with S  = 0 . In order to simplify the discussion 
we also temporarily decouple the vector fields by taking g5 =  0. We will include the 
gauge couplings in Sec. 3.5, but they are an added complication which is not necessary to 
understand the main conclusions.
The lightest pion Kaluza-Klein mode, 7t(x,z) = n a(x, z )aa/2  = TTa(x)ii>(z)cra/2,  has 
action
<S9,=o =  J  d5x  Tr |  t- ! 0 - ( d fIUdt,U* -  dzU d J P )
= J  d5x  TV (d flU&lUf -  4i i / ( z f7r (x )2
As explained in Ref. [11] and will also be explained in Sec. 3.3, the pion wavefunction is 
flat with rs 1 except near z =  e, so integrating over 2 yields the effective 4D action 
for the pions,
Seff. = j  d4x  ^ T r  -  4m ^7r2} , (3.10)
where m 2 is determined by the equations of motion and boundary conditions, and from
the kinetic term we identify the pion decay constant
r " d z a 2z3
,  4 (3.11)
=  g ' 4  
4
as f 0. The expression (3.11) for f„ also follows from an A dS/C FT  calculation of the 
transverse part of the axial vector current-current correlator [97].
3.3 Chiral Sym m etry B reaking in th e  H ard-W all M odel
The structure of the pion effective action (3.10) dem onstrates the discrepancy between
in Eq. (3.10) does not include the higher-order pion interactions required for the chiral 
symmetry to  be maintained while the quark mass m atrix transform s in the bifundamental 
representation under the chiral symmetry (like a Higgs spurion). In the chiral Lagrangian 
the pion mass term is proportional to Tr (M qW  + M ^U ) . which displays the proper pattern  
of explicit and spontaneous chiral symmetry breaking. Beyond quadratic order in the pion 
fields, the hard-wall model as described above disagrees with the chiral Lagrangian, leading 
to unusual pion phenomenology inconsistent with chiral perturbation theory. The absence 
of quartic terms in the pion potential in this context was also noted in Ref. [107].
Restoration of the correct pattern  of chiral symmetry breaking may be achieved by 
modifying the boundary conditions in a nonlinear way which mixes the scalar modes S  
and products of pseudoscalars tt" tt" , as we discuss below. It will be convenient to  rescale 
the quark mass param eter rhq = —2m q, so th a t the background profile of the field X  takes 
the form
the hard-wall model as defined above and chiral perturbation theory. The pion mass term
(3.12)
We then consider a nonlinear redefinition of the 5D fields as follows:
X ( x .  z) = —m qz +  f ^ z 3 +  S ( t , z)l U(x, z), 
-
(3.13)
which is to be compared with Eq. (3.8). We write U (x .z )  =  exp[/7T°(:r. z)a"\. Now the 
pseudoscalar fluctuations in U (.r, z) multiply the term  in the background responsible for 
the spontaneous breaking of the chiral symmetry, but not the term responsible for the
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explicit breaking. We also add to the action a  counterterm  localized in the UV,
to cancel off the divergent term m^/e2. The finite part of this counterterm  m qo  has the 
consequence of modifying the A dS/C FT  calculation of (qq) in term s of a such th a t the 
normalization of m , and er in Eq. (3.12) is consistent with the A dS /C F T  correspondence. 
We note tha t this normalization of m q and a  agrees up to  a sign with the normalization 
of the tachyon background in a string-m otivated holographic QCD model, in which chiral 
symmetry is broken by tachyon condensation [108]. It seems th a t the origin of the sign 
is entirely due to the boundary term  (discussed below) appearing on the IR brane, and if 
we were to shift the boundary contribution to  the UV brane we would have the canonical 
A dS/C FT sign, but we will not pursue this line of reasoning further.
W ith boundary conditions S(x ,e )  = ira(x.e)  =  S ( x , z m) = 0, and a Neumann condi­
tion on 7 ra  at 2 m , the scalar and pseudoscalar modes again decouple and the pion action 
takes the form
£,,=0=  /  d'VTr -  (W /a t/t)}
+ J d 4x T v { ^ f ( U  + U ^ \ Zm} ,  (3.15)
vvdiere the last term  is an IR localized boundary term  due to  a to ta l derivative in the action, 
and we have discarded some irrelevant constants. Although we focus in this paper on the 
leading terms in the chiral Lagrangian. we note that at higher-order there are two terms in 
the 5D Lagrangian (with structure Tr S 2d M d ,U '] and Tr S d zUdzW )  which could damage 
the chiral symmetry. We suggest th a t nonlinear modification of the boundary conditions 
may be introduced to modify these terms, but we will not pursue this issue further here.
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The field parametrization Eq. (3.13) is an alternative to those of Refs. [109. 99] which also
lead to an acceptable model, but with a nonlinear term  at the UV boundary z = e rather
than at the IR boundary z = sm. The Kaluza-Klein modes are solutions to the linearized 
equations of motion, which follow from the quadratic part of the action:
s ™=0 = J  dPx -  dz KadzTTa) -  J  d4x  m qcr(Tran a) | ^ , (3.16)
where n a(x. z) = TTa(x)ii>(z). The linearized equation of motion for the pion wavefunction 
is
dz(z:idzv )  = - m l z zv .  (3.17)
The Neumann boundary condition in the IR is modified by the boundary term  in the
action, with the result
2 m
dz'tp(z) = ------f v ( 2m)- (3.18)
1 - ' i n  rr
Note tha t the boundary conditions here are linear, and the nonlinear boundary terms 
in the action are treated as interactions. In this form, the pions are described by a 
standard Sturm-Liouville system. The solutions are in term s of Bessel functions and the 
normalizable solution has the expansion
y:(z) =  ^1 — — 1" higher order in ?n^z^j  . (3.19)
If m nzm -C 1 then i/-'(z) «  1 in the entire interval f < z < 2m. Substituting the expansion 
of ip{z) into the boundary condition Eq. (3.18). we find to leading order in m q,
2 4
ml =  2m9<r. (3-20)
Using Eq. (3.11), which is not affected by the field redefinition, Eq. (3.20) is just the
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Gell-Mann-Oakes-Renner relation
m l f l  = 2mqa. (3.21)
justifying the interpretation of m q and a  as the quark mass and chiral condensate, respec­
tively, up to a simultaneous rescaling of rnq and a  as in Ref. [105]. Note th a t the quark 
mass, and in particular the product m qa, is rescaled from the old param eter m q and even 
has a different sign. This rescaling is required in order to obtain the correct normalization 
in the GOR relation, but is also consistent with the A dS/C FT  interpretation of m q as 
the source for the operator qiTht whose expectation value is the chiral condensate. The 
condensate is obtained by varying the action with respect to the source m,q. Because of 
the additional boundary term, which scales as rnq, the quark mass needs to be rescaled 
with respect to the chiral condensate as above.
We now derive the 4D effective Lagrangian for the redefined pions. Let us first focus on 
the 2-derivative piece. Ignoring the higher KK modes and writing U =  exp[?7r°(.r)0 (2) er°], 
we find
J  <fa: Tr ( ^ - ^ - d zUdzU ^  = J  d \v  J dz Ka{x)Tia{x). (3.22)
as before. Integrating by parts and using the equations of motion and the boundary 
condition for \b we arrive at:
s £Lo D /  d4xJ  ri .r J  dz  (—m%a2z3) v ( z ) 2 +  2m qa —7ra(x)na(x). (3.23)
Using the flatness of the v(z )  profile, the expression for in Eq. (3.11), and the GOR 
relation, the above expression in brackets vanishes. Evaluating the rest of the pion ac­
tion (3.15) on the bulk linearized equations of motion and integrating over the extra dimen-
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sion, we obtain the approximate 4D effective action. ‘Scff • Including the boundary term
As a consequence, the properties of the pion condensate phase and other aspects of pion 
physics now agree with the predictions of chiral perturbation theory thanks to the modified 
boundary dynamics.
3.4 N onlinear B oundary C ond itions
The nonlinear reparam etrization of the bulk field X  in Eq. (3.13) allows for indepen­
dent linear boundary conditions on the scalar and pseudoscalar modes while maintaining 
the proper pattern  of chiral symmetry breaking. In terms of the original decomposition 
of X  as per Eq. (3.8), the boundary conditions required to m aintain the pattern  of chiral 
symmetry mix the scalar and pseudoscalar fields in a nonlinear way. To understand the 
structure of the nonlinear boundary conditions we can expand the two field decomposi­
tions, Eqs. (3.8) and (3.13):
in Eq. (3.15), the approximate 4D effective Lagrangian is equivalent to the lowest-order1 
chiral Lagrangian:
d^ud 'PP  +
(3.25)
By 'lowest-order” here we are referring to the energy expansion of the chiral Lagrangian, which is an 
expansion in 0 ,, and m \ .
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where t t  =  n aa a/ 2 ,  and similarly for t t . Equating the anti-Herm itian parts of the two 
descriptions gives, to quadratic order in the fields.
7T =  TT ^1 4  
=  TT ^ 1  +  
=  7T ( 1 +
m n
a z 2 )I + a z 3
rha \ 1 1H ■
a z 2 J +
— -r az'A
m q >l _ rnqCNb 1 a'2z [
( S t t  — S i t )  4- { t t S  — irS )  
rit
|  S n  — S t t  ^1 4- 4- h.c. |  4- . . .
S tt +  i f S ^ j  +  . .
Similarly, the Hermitian parts give,
5  =  5  — m qz n2 — a z 3 (tt2 — tr2) 4- i S  (tt — tt) — h.c. 
=  5  +  m qZTT2 — i—^ ^57r — 7r5^ 4- • ■ • •
(3.26)
(3.27)
These expressions have been left in terms of the old mass param eter m q, which is equivalent 
to  —2m q, and terms higher order in m q have been dropped.
In the new decomposition of the field X .  the boundary conditions consistent with the
chiral symmetry breaking structure are:
5(.t, e) =  S(x ,  zm) =  0 =  7t(x , e) =  0, dzTr(x, z)|
m„
az
- T T . (3.28)
In terms of the original decomposition of the field X ,  the boundary conditions are.
5  =  0 —> 5  =  —fhq z tt2
m q
O z TT =  ----- -
-
o , t t  = -------
a z a z
(3.29)
(3.30)
where the ellipses include terms higher order in the fields and in rhq. and terms that, vanish 
when traced over.
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For these boundary conditions to  be physically acceptable, the boundary variation of 
the action must vanish. Expanding the action (2.3) with g$ =  0 about the background as 
in Eq. (3.8). we obtain
where v(z) — m qz + crz3 as in Eq. (3.3). The terms in Eq. (3.31) with ^-derivatives lead
cellation of boundary variations in this nonlinear fashion is novel in the context of extra- 
dimensional models, though it is reminiscent of the mixed boundary conditions of certain 
Higgsless models [110] in which the contributions to the boundary variation of the action 
from different fields cancel one another.
In Kaluza-Klein theories an effective description of the lightest modes is often de­
rived by simply neglecting the heavier modes and integrating the action over the extra
( v S  +  S 2) +  constant. (3.31)
to boundary terms in the variation of the action. Expanding to quadratic order in S  and
f 2)7f. we find for the boundary variation of <Sg5=0,
To leading order in m q and in the fields, using
SS = —rhqz ( t t  Sir +  Sir j r )  +  . . . (3.33)
from Eq. (3.29). we find tha t the boundary variation o indeed vanishes. The can
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dimension. Indeed, that is how we derive the pion effective action in this paper. However, 
consistency of this approach relies on orthogonality and completeness relations depen­
dent on the Sturm-Liouville structure of the equations of motion and boundary condi­
tions. It is a mathematical question which classes of systems of differential equations 
with nonlinear boundary conditions satisfy the completeness and orthogonality theorems 
of Sturm-Liouville systems. In holographic QCD we have seen th a t there is a nonlinear 
field redefinition after which the boundary conditions are of the linear Sturm-Liouville 
form. This justifies the effective description obtained by keeping only the lightest modes.
3.5 C ouplings to  V ector and A xial-V ector F ields
Having derived the chiral Lagrangian in the 95 —» 0 limit, we turn  to  the case of 
nonzero 5D gauge couplings with dynamical gauge bosons representing the vector and 
axial vector mesons. Including the gauge fields, the action takes the form of Eq. (2.3). 
The field X  transforms as a bifundamental under the gauge group SU(2)/, x SU(2)/* and 
we will use the gauge fixing condition LZ =  RZ =  0. We will also be working mainly with 
the linear combinations .4“ =  (L“ — /?“ )/2 , the axial vector field, and V “ =  (L“ +  /?“)/2, 
the vector field. The normalization of these combinations by a factor of 2 (rather than 
V2 ) is so tha t their kinetic terms are canonically normalized given the unconventional 
normalization of the gauge fields in Eq. (2.3).
We parameterize the fluctuations of the field X  as in Eq. (3.13). To leading order the 
scalars and pseudoscalars are decoupled, so we focus only on the pseudoscalars and set 
S  =  0 for the present discussion. As in the previous section, the boundary condition on 
the pion is modified as in Eq. (3.18).
We will determine the pion decay constant as in Refs. [11, 12] by the residue of the 
axial current two-point correlator at q2 =  0. The A dS/C FT  calculation of the correlator
is performed by taking two functional derivatives, with respect to the source of the axial 
current operator, of the action evaluated on the classical solution to  the linearized equation 
of motion for the transverse part of A “. The resulting correlator is in terms of the bulk- 
to-boundary propagator for .4". which is a particular solution to the transverse-projected 
linearized equation of motion. This equation of motion for .4" (q, is
If we have a solution to Eq. (3.34) of the form A “{q, z) = A(q, z)AQfi{q), with boundary con­
ditions dzA(q. z)\Zm — 0 and A(q, e) =  1. then A(q, 2) is identified as the bulk-to-boundary 
propagator and .4g (q) is the source for the axial current. The A dS/C FT  prediction for 
the pion decay constant is then.
In order to study the pions we note th a t the pion fluctuations identified in the field 
X  mix with the longitudinal part of the axial vector field A afi —> dfl(pa, which has the 
same quantum numbers. The pions will be identified as the lowest mode of this coupled 
system. Since we have in mind a Kaluza-Klein decomposition of the fields and since, for 
the purposes of deriving the low energy theory, we are only interested in the lowest mode, 
we will make the substitutions x a(x ,z )  —> 7ra(x)il:(z) and <pa(x ,z )  —>■ x a(x)o(z).  The 
linearized equations of motion for w(z) and 4>{z) are
where the fields satisfy the boundary conditions dzo{z)\Zm =  0(c) =  0(c) =  0. and
(3.34)
(3.36)
7t4(i.'0 — a z i ip) = dz (cTzi dzv )  ,
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Eq. (3.18).
3.5.1 A pp roxim ate A n a ly tic  R esu lts
We can obtain an approximate solution to the equations of motion. Eqs. (3.36), in 
the chiral limit, in a similar fashion to Ref. [11]. We find th a t the approximate solutions 
near the e boundary are 4>{z) = 1 — /1(0 , z) and ip(z) — 0 , while those awav from the f  
boundary are <p(z) =  1 — yl(0. s) and ii>(z) ~  1. Plugging the first equation of Eq. (3.36) 
into the second, approximating v(z)  «  a z :i. and integrating once we arrive at
Now if we evaluate this expression on the IR  boundary, using our approximate solution 
for <p(z) and recalling the boundary conditions, we find
By utilizing Eq. (3.35) and the fact th a t v ( z m) ~  1, we have once again derived the GOR 
relation.
The derivation of the chiral Lagrangian mass term  is similar to th a t of previous 
sections. The only contributions come from the term  proportional to  dzUdzU^ and the 
boundary term proportional to  U + . In particular we have, upon integration by parts,
If we make use of the equations of motion. Eq. (3.36), and substitu te our approximate
(3.37)
(3.38)
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solutions for (!) and i/\ we find th a t the two terms in the square brackets cancel, to  first 
order in m q. Thus, to this order in m,r  we are left with the mass term  of the chiral 
Lagrangian:
<S,,d D J  d*x Tr 
3.5 .2  N um erica l R esu lts
We will now present a numerical analysis of the equations of motion, Eqs. (3.36). 
We choose a value e  =  10 7 MeV for the UV cutoff, and determine the location of the 
IR boundary to be zm =  1/(323 MeV), by setting the rho mass to 776 MeV [11]. We 
take <75 =  2tt as in Ref. [11], noting th a t the derivation of this assignment is unaffected 
by our new choice for the form of the field X ( x ,  z). with different background. W ith the 
values m q = 2.36 MeV for the quark mass and a  =  (333 MeV)3 for the condensate, we 
have =  140 MeV for the pion mass and =  92.0 MeV for the pion decay constant. 
The solutions for il-'(z) and d(z) are plotted in Fig. 3.1, along with their approximate 
solutions, namely t ’(.:) =  1 and <j>(z) =  1 — /1(0, z). The functions ib{z) and <j>{z) are
Hz)
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FIG. 3.1: Figures (a) and (b) display the numerical solutions to Eq. (3.36) for v { z  ) and Q(z), 
respectively. In both figures there are two curves plotted: the blue curves are the numerical 
solutions and the red, dashed curves are the approximate solutions (in figure (a). iL'(z) =  1 
and in figure (b). 0(z)  =  [1 — ^4(0, 2 )]). These plots were made with rnq =  2.36 MeV and 
a  =  (333 M eV)3.
S U ^ L ( U + U^ ) \ (3.40)
normalized to obtain a canonically normalized kinetic term  in the low energy theory. 
The plotted numerical solutions illustrate the extent to which the approximations of the 
previous section are valid.
We would also like to understand numerically how robust the GOR relation is in this 
model, with respect to varying some of the parameters. In particular, fixing = 140 MeV 
(by adjusting m q for fixed values of <r) we would like to see wiiat happens for different values 
of a. Varying the condensate by sampling a discrete number of points from (290 MeV)3 
to (360 MeV)3, the pion decay constant takes values ranging from 79 MeV to  102 MeV 
and the quark mass goes from 2.52 MeV down to  2.21 MeV. In Fig. 3.2, we plot the ratio 
f % ) / ( 2 n i q ( r )  for the above specified range of values for the condensate. If the GOR 
relation holds, the ratio should be approximately 1 and we can see tha t the plot show's 
good agreement over the entire region.
f t  r n \
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FIG. 3.2: The red long-dashed line is a horizontal line at 1. The blue dots are the values of the 
function, (m'^f^)/(2rnqa). For this plot, the quark mass is adjusted to fix m„  =  140 MeV at 
each point.
3.6 C onsequences for H olographic Q C D
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We check tha t the change of background does not adversely affect some standard 
predictions of the hard-wall model; th a t is, we will compare our predictions with those 
of “Model A’' in Ref. [11]. We might expect the modifications to  be marginal because 
only the pion physics should be sensitive to changes in m q, but we have also changed a 
sign. Aside from the substitution m q —¥ —2m q, the derivations of the equations of motion 
for the gauge fields and of the vector current correlators are unaffected by the new form 
of the A'-field. Since the expressions for the related observables we compute are likewise 
unchanged, we refer the reader to  Ref. [11], for more detail. In the following, we summarize 
the methods for obtaining the results. To calculate the  mass of the a.\, we solve Eq. (3.34) 
for the normalizable mode ipai (z) with boundary conditions i i ’n i ( e )  =  dzii)ai(zm) =  0 . 
The wavefunction ipai is normalized such th a t A lt{x) has a canonical kinetic term, where 
A ^ x ,  z ) =  ipai(z)Afl(x) . As derivable from the two-point vector current correlator, we use 
the following expression to calculate the decay constants in terms of the profile in the extra
dimension: F 1/2 =  . And finally, by looking at the terms cubic in the fields,
coupling V tttt. we make a prediction for gfr7!7T- All relevant cubic term s are the following:
S  D eobc [  d5x  V b + X - ^ 1 ( U0 a -  <rz3ira) { v t f  -  a z 3ttc)
J L 2.9s r
(3.41)
where we have used the equations of motion for the vector field to  obtain this expression. 
In order to calculate the on-shell gpn7r from the effective 4D theory, we integrate out the 
extra dimension and identify g ^  as the coefficient of (ahr<9AItt" ( . ? : ) ( x )7rr ( x ), where phfl is 
the lowest mode in the vector field KK decomposition. Extracting this coefficient from
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Eq. (3.41) we find
where the s-integral of the expression in brackets is normalized to  f%. The results are 
presented in Table 3.1 and we find th a t the new predictions have not changed significantly 
compared to "Model A'’ -  they are still on the 10% level, w ith the exception of g/m7T.
Observable Measured (MeV) Model (MeV) Model A (MeV) [11]
140 140 140
m p 776 776 776
m ai 1230 1370 1360
f* 92.4 92.0 92.4
Fp/2 345 329 329
Fa(2 433 493 486
gp.^  6.03 4.44 4.48
TABLE 3.1: The predictions of the model as compared with "Model A" and experimental 
values [11], The results are based on fitting to m„, f„, and mn. leading to the parameter choice 
m q =  2.36 MeV. cr =  (333 MeV)3. and zm =  1/(323 MeV).
3.7 In Sum m ary
Holographic QCD models are surprisingly successful in their predictions of low-energy 
QCD observables. However, it was discovered in earlier work th a t the pion condensation 
transition in one version of the hard-wall model has qualitatively different features than 
the predictions of chiral perturbation theory and other approaches. We have shown that 
this disagreement is due to a boundary effect related to the explicit breaking of the gauged 
chiral symmetry by the non-normalizable background of a 5D scalar field. To restore 
agreement with the chiral Lagrangian we modified the boundary dynamics, either by in­
troducing nonlinear boundary conditions on the fields, or bv performing a nonlinear field
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redefinition which induced an infrared boundary term  in the action. The field redefini­
tion allowed us to relate the system with nonlinear boundary conditions to  a standard 
Sturm-Liouville system which manifestly m aintains the proper symmetry structure, jus­
tifying the subsequent Kaluza-Klein decomposition of the fields. The chirally improved 
hard-wall model makes predictions for low-energy QCD observables th a t agree with the 
original model to within 1-2%.
It would be useful to further explore the consequences of the modified boundary 
physics with regard to pion observables. It would also be interesting to  find additional 
applications of nonlinear boundary conditions to  extra-dimensional model building, for 
example to Higgsless models and holographic technicolor models. Finally, the necessity for 
nonlinear boundary dynamics in the hard-wall model provides motivation for further study 
of the mathematical problem of differential equations with nonlinear boundary conditions. 
In particular, it might be useful to classify those systems of equations and boundary 
conditions tha t can be related to a Sturm-Liouville system by a change of variables.
C H A P T E R  4
D econstructing  H olographic  
Superconductors
We will now shift gears, focusing on models with potential application to  condensed 
m atter physics. We briefly review some properties of the earliest holographic models of 
superconductivity. Then we will present a dimensionallv deconstructed model of an s- 
wave holographic superconductor. The 2+1 dimensional model includes multiple charged 
Cooper pair fields and neutral exciton fields th a t have interactions governed by hidden local 
symmetries. We will analyze properties of the Cooper pair condensates and the complex 
conductivity. We will also see tha t there are AdS/CFT-like relations for the current and 
charge density in the model.
4.1 Introduction
High-jTc superconductors continue to fascinate physicists, both  for their technologi­
cal prospects and for their unconventional physical properties. Discovered in 1986 [111],
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high-Tc superconductors have superconducting transition tem peratures Tt. higher than  the 
upper limit of around 30 K suggested by the BCS theory [112], and the mechanism of super­
conductivity in these materials remains uncertain. High-Tc superconductors are Type II. 
allowing magnetic fields to penetrate in conjunction with Abrikosov vortex currents which 
maintain localized magnetic fluxes. A number of features of high-tem perature supercon­
ductors remain poorly understood, including the existence of a pseudogap phase in which a 
gap in the excitation spectrum opens up at tem peratures above the  superconducting tran ­
sition [113], and a thermoelectric Nernst effect th a t occurs in both  the superconducting 
and pseudogap phases [114]. A few additional classes of exotic high-Jj superconductors 
have recently been discovered, including the iron pnictides [115], and research into their 
properties is ongoing.
In the absence of a clear theoretical understanding of high-Tc superconductors and 
other systems with strongly correlated electrons, it is useful to  explore simplified models 
which describe similar phenomenology. It has long been understood tha t certain relativistic 
field theories describe a variety of phenomena typical of superconductors. In the Abelian 
Higgs model, a charged scalar field condenses while the photon becomes massive, in anal­
ogy to the condensation of Cooper pairs and the consequent expulsion of magnetic fields 
from superconducting materials. The Abelian Higgs model also has Nielsen-Olesen vor­
tex solutions which maintain localized magnetic flux tubes [116], much like the Abrikosov 
vortices in Type II superconductors.
One approach that has stim ulated much effort especially from t he string theory com­
munity is the use of the A dS/C FT correspondence. The particular model tha t we will 
examine is one of the first holographic superconductors [15]. Our approach will make 
use of an idea called dimensional deconstruction. In parallel to  the development of the 
A dS/C FT correspondence in string theory, extra-dimensional model building has led to 
the discovery of new paradigms for gravitational physics [117, 118]. elect roweak symme­
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try breaking [119], grand unification [120], and other possible new physics. Notably, in 
order to define these otherwise nonrenormalizable extra-dimensional gauge theories, a pro­
cedure was developed for dimensionally "deconstructing'' extra-dimensional theories into 
renormalizable field theories defined in the natural (lower) dimension of the system of 
interest [121]. At long distances, a deconstructed model is effectively described by the cor­
responding extra-dimensional theory, latticized in the extra dimension(s). In some models 
the number of effective lattice sites can be taken as small as ju st two or three while re­
taining the desirable features of the extra-dimensional theory. Deconstruction provides a 
systematic procedure for finding relatively simple, weakly coupled models of interesting 
physical systems, in the number of dimensions th a t naturally characterizes the system of 
interest [122],
In this chapter, we will study a  deconstructed model of the simplest holographic su­
perconductor, the Abelian Higgs model in 3+1 dimensional Anti-de Sitter-Schwarzschild 
spacetime (AdS.}-Schwarzschild), which is intended to model s-wave superconductors in 
2+1  dimensions [15]. Superconductivity in the euprates is along two-dimensional Cu02 
planes, so the hope is tha t a model with two spatial dimensions will capture some of the 
relevant physics in these systems. The deconstructed model is a 2+1 dimensional model 
in which Maxwell’s electrodynamics is replicated a number of times. Fields charged un­
der pairs of the electromagnetic U (l) gauge groups condense, giving rise to the latticized 
extra-dimensional structure of the model. The tem perature-dependent couplings of the 
Maxwell fields are rotationallv invariant but not Lorentz invariant. Additional charged 
fields representing Cooper pair operators condense in the superconducting phase, and the 
combined effects of the multiple condensates determine the properties of the supercon­
ductor. The electron pair wavefunctions in high-T(. superconductors are thought to have 
more complicated symmetry than the s-wave described bv scalar Cooper pair fields, so 
the present model is not expected to capture features sensitive to the symmetry of the
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wavefunctions.
The deconstructed model helps to elucidate certain aspects of holographic supercon­
ductivity and suggests the relevant effective degrees of freedom in physical realizations 
of these superconductors. One generic feature of this class of models is the existence of 
hidden local symmetries [123] and corresponding neutral excitations, much like the vector 
mesons of Quantum  Chromodynamics. Such excitations in the superconductor may be 
interpreted as excitons1, electron-hole bound states which can be created when a photon 
is absorbed by certain materials [124]. In analogy to a deconstructed holographic model 
of hadrons [125], we derive discretized A dS/C FT  relations between bulk and boundary 
observables. We analyze properties of the superconducting transition and the frequency- 
dependent conductivity as the number of extra-dimensional lattice sites, and correspond­
ingly the number of pair condensates and exciton fields, is reduced.
In Sec. 4.2, we review the Abelian Higgs model in the AdS4-Schwarzschild spacetime 
as a model of superconductivity in two spatial dimensions. In Sec. 4.3, we describe the 
deconstructed model and explain the calculation of observables of interest. In Sec. 4.4. 
we present numerical results. We conclude with a discussion and suggestions for future 
research in Sec. 4.5.
4.2 C ontinuum  H olographic M odel
In this section we review the holographic model th a t will be deconstructed in Sec. 4.3. 
Much of the content of this section is a summary of results contained elsewhere, for example 
in Ref. [15], though we generalize certain results for the sake of comparison with the 
deconstructed model.
1The neutral, spin-1 excitations might more appropriately be identified with polaritons, if there were 
a dynamical photon in the deconstructed theory that mixed strongly with these excitons.
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The starting point is a vacuum solution to Einstein’s equations with negative cosmo­
logical constant in 3-1-1 dimensions, namely the AdS4-Schwarzschild solution. The space­
time is described bv a metric of the form
ds2 = F{r)dt2 — r2(dx2 +  dy2) — /  dr2. (4.1)
t  (r)
where
The constant L  is the Anti-de Sitter scale, which we will often set to 1. We refer to 
coordinates in which the metric takes the form of Eq. (4.1) as r-coordinates, and the 
coordinate r runs from r if to oc. The 2+1 dimensional surface at r — oc is referred to  as 
the ultraviolet (UV) boundary, and the surface a t r =  /‘h is the horizon. The A dS/C FT 
correspondence suggests the identification of the tem perature of the material with the 
Hawking tem perature of the AdS black hole, namely
T  =  3r h / ( 47tL 2). (4.3)
W ith nonvanishing charge density the relevant background spacetime is instead the AdS- 
Reissner-Nordstrom spacetime, a charged solution to the Einstein-Maxwell equations with 
a negative cosmological constant. However, in this paper we neglect the backreaetion of the 
charge density on the geometry. In this approximation the spacetime metric continues to 
take the form of Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2). even when the solutions of interest have nonvanishing 
charge density.
The holographic model contains a U (l) gauge field corresponding to  electromagnetism, 
and a charged scalar field corresponding to the Cooper pairs. The model is translationallv 
invariant in 2 spatial dimensions, and is therefore not expected to  reproduce phenomena
tha t are sensitive to the atomic lattice.
The action for the model is given by
S  = J  +  \(dM -  /.4A/K >|2 m2| f |2 } , (4.4)
where index contractions are with the 4D metric <7ma’. and g — jdet #.v/.y| ■ This is probe 
limit of the model in Ref. [14]. as we discussed in the Introduction.
The action in r-coordinates has the form
Here F\ fiv =  <9,v/Av — is the field strength of the U (l) gauge field, and the charge
of the field ip is normalized to 1. O ur convention is th a t Latin indices a, b, etc., represent 
spatial components x  or y. We have explicitly shown the metric factors in Eq. (4.5). so 
remaining index contractions are taken with the Kronecker delta Aua' . According to  the 
A dS/C FT correspondence the mass m is related to the scaling dimension of the operator 
related to ip, and for definiteness we will assume m 2 = —2 j L 2 as in Ref. [15], corresponding 
to a Cooper pair operator of dimension 2 (or 1, as discussed below).
Defining o  =  .40 as in Ref. [15], and considering solutions with ip = ip(r), q> = 4>{r) 
and A n — 0, the coupled equations of motion for xp and <t> in the gauge where A r =  0 are
+  -FTtK^o -  L4„)i. ’|2 -  r 2\{da -  i A a)ip\2 F ( r )
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o" +  - 6 '  -  =  0. (4.7)r r \ r )
Near the UV boundary, the solutions behave as [15],
■0 = —  +  V  +  ■ • • , (4.8)r r-
d> = fj — — 4- • • • . (4.9)r
The time component of the gauge field couples to the charge density, so the A dS/C FT 
correspondence identifies //, with the electric chemical potential and p with the charge
density. For the Cooper pair operator there are two choices: either U(1) acts as a source
and -0^  corresponds to  the expectation value of the Cooper pair operator, or vice versa. 
This choice determines the scaling dimension of the Cooper pair operator according to  the 
A dS/C FT correspondence, as discussed in the Introduction. For definiteness we will choose 
to take i '111 as the source of the Cooper pair operator O2 , which then has mass dimension 
two; the other choice would correspond to  an operator of dimension 1. The Cooper pair 
operator should only be turned on dynamically, so vanishing of its source becomes a 
UV boundary condition, =  0. Additional boundary conditions are c)(?'h) =  0 for 
regularity of the solution and d>(oc) =  p. The equations of motion enforce the condition 
F'(r)ii''(r) — m 2ip(r) a t the horizon if U(r) is finite, so the additional boundary condition 
on 0  at the horizon is replaced with a regularity condition.
In order to study the response of our system to an oscillating electric field, we consider 
solutions for which A :r oscillates in time, A y =  A r = 0 and A 0 behaves as in Eq. (4.9). 
Assuming the form
,l.r ( / .r )  • c '-U l(r). (4.10)
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the bulk equat ion of mot ion for A x has the form,
~¥{r)A^  i  [F (rM'(c>] +  2A(r)|ty(r)|2 =  0 . (4.11)
For large r the solutions for .4.,. have the form
Ar =  4 ° ) +  4 1)/?’ + • • •  . (4.12)
According to the A dS/C FT correspondence. A ^  acts as the source for the current j x and
hence corresponds to a background electric field E x =  0f /1(,0). The A dS/C FT  correspon­
dence also suggests an identification of the normalizable component A^ '1 with (minus) 
the current j x in the given background state  [55, 53]. In Sec. 4.3, we explain how this 
identification arises in the deconstructed model. Hence, we can w rite2
E x A -4.7, | r > oc iuj A x j .
f  = - A " '  =  r 2drA x \r^ .
The conductivity a is therefore determined in the holographic model by
jx  r 2A'{r)
(4.13)
<7 =
ET —iujA(r)
(4.14)
r oc
2The sign differences in ttiese expressions compared with Ref. [15] are due to differences in convention 
related to the signature of the metric. We follow the conventions of Jackson's Classical Electrodynamics
[126].
4.2.1 T h e N orm al P h a se
At tem peratures greater than  Tc the charged field vanishes, in which case solutions 
of the following first order equations also solve Eq. (4.11):
A ± ( r ) = (4.15)
The solutions are
r 2 +  r rn  + )}
(4.16)
and the generic solution to Eq. (4.11) is a linear combination A(r) = c+A +(r) + c_A_(r)  
with constants c+ and c_. The choice of branch of the inverse tangent and the logarithm 
in Eq. (4.16) determines an ^-dependent constant multiplying each of the two solutions, 
which can be absorbed in the coefficients c+ and c_. The solution A - ( r )  describes a 
wave flowing into the black hole horizon, and A , (r) describes an outgoing wave. Son and 
Starinets have advocated the choice of ingoing-wave solution as a boundary condition a t the 
horizon, based on the requirement of causality of correlators calculated bv the A dS/C FT 
correspondence [58]. For now, we explore the consequences of the generic solution, for 
guidance as to what to expect from the deconstructed model. A natural choice for the 
boundary condition in the discretized theory is more ambiguous because causality may 
be imposed at the level of the lower-dimensional theory, without regards to  the effective 
higher-dimensional description.
The complex conductivity as a function of frequency distinguishes the normal and 
superconducting phases. A hallmark of perfect conductivity is a  delta function in the 
real part of the conductivity at zero frequency which, by the Kramers-Kronig relation
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for the conductivity, is tantam ount to a zero-frequency pole in the imaginary part. The 
Kramers-Kronig relation follows from the assumption th a t correlations are causal. As a 
consequence, the conductivity u ( u j ) ,  which by definition is the Fourier transform of the 
response function relating the current to a background electric field, is analytic in the 
upper half plane. The Kramers-Kronig relation is then the statem ent of Cauchy's integral 
theorem for the following integral:
f  (T(UJ)  _  -p f  =  0. (4-17)
Jc  u;/ — ^ J-Oo M ~
where the contour C  spans the real axis above the pole at u j '  =  u j  and closes in the upper 
half plane, and V  represents the principal value of the integral. The conductivity cr(uj) is 
assumed to fall off in the upper half plane faster than  1/ M ,  so th a t th a t integral over the 
contour at infinity vanishes. As a consequence of Eq. (4.17), if the real part of er(u;) has a 
delta-function at, u j  =  0 then the imaginary part has a pole a t u j  =  0 , and vice versa.
It follows from Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) th a t when tp vanishes, the zero-frequency pole 
in Im[a(u,’)] is generically absent; the holographic description indeed describes a non­
superconducting phase when the condensate vanishes, for a generic choice of boundary 
condition at the horizon. Note tha t for both  the ingoing-wave and outgoing-wave solu­
tions, the normal-phase conductivity is independent of u j : <r =  + 1  for the ingoing wave, 
and a — —I for the outgoing wave. This result provides a phenomenological motivation 
for the ingoing-wave boundary conditions: the outgoing-wave solution would describe an 
unusual situation in which the current produced by an electric field points in the direction 
opposite to the electric field. Note also th a t the conductivity in this model does not indi­
cate the existence of a pseudogap phase, and does not fall off at large u j  due to relaxation 
as in ordinary materials.
For the generic solution for A r with vanishing ib and with the identification rn  =
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AttT/3,  Eq. (4.14) gives the normal-phase conductivity:
a(uj)
exp -  c+ exp ( ^ 1^ )
0c_ exp ( ~ # £)  +  c+ exP ( : 8 T
(4.18)
The real part of the conductivity is then.
Re[<r(o/)] =
____________ |c- [ 2 -  |c+ |2
i i o  I I o  x  t. \ /  3  <jJ  . tIc - \z -h Ic+\z +  C-C+e 47* 4- c+.c_e
(4.19)
which oscillates as a function of uojT around a = 1 for constant |c+| <C |c._
4 .2 .2  T h e S u p ercon d u ctin g  P h a se
For small enough T.  the coupling between <f> and il: leads to an instability which turns 
on the Cooper pair condensate (O2) - The condensate depends on the chemical potential //, 
and the charge density p determined by the solution to the coupled equations of motion. As 
argued in Ref. [15], the critical tem perature scales as p1/2. Near T(. the condensate behaves 
as (O2) oc (1 —T/T c)1/2. The complex conductivity for generic T  <  T(. has a delta function 
at uj = 0 and a gap u)K, as expected for typical superconductors, but with o;g/T c ~  8 [15], 
significantly larger than the BCS prediction uogj T c «  3 .5 . The phenomenology of the 
deconstructed model has similarities to th a t of the continuum theory, even with only a few 
lattice sites, as we will see in Sec. 4.4.
4.3 D econ stru cted  M odel
We will now develop a dimensionally deconstructed version of the continuum holo­
graphic model of the previous section. We will identify, in an analogous fashion to the 
continuum case, a charged condensate and determine its near-7^ tem perature dependence;
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and we will calculate the frequency dependent conductivity.
In the deconstructed model we will define coordinates differently, replacing r with a 
new coordinate z = l / r .  In 2-coordinates. the extra  dimension corresponds to a finite 
coordinate interval. The metric in ^-coordinates has the form
and 2 runs from 0 to 2H. The surface 2 =  0 is the ultraviolet boundary, and 2 =  z\\ 
is the horizon. One should keep in mind th a t results are coordinate independent in the 
continuum model, but away from the continuum limit, deconstructed models depend on 
the choice of coordinates in which their extra-dimensional parent model is defined.
In 2-coordinates, the action in the continuum theory takes the form
where repeated a or b indices are summed over the spatial coordinates x  and y. As before, 
we use the notation of Ref. [15], where we define 0 =  /10. We replace the 2 axis by a lattice 
of N  points.
where zN =  sH and e is a UV cutoff. The lattice spacing cij between the j  and j  +  1th 
lattice sites is therefore a for j  =  1 .. . N  — 2 and ah for j  = jV — 1. We give ourselves the
1
f { z ) d t2 -  - d z 2 -  (dx2 +  dy2) , (4.20)2
where
(4.21)
(4.22)
e +  (j  — l)a  for j  =  1 . . .  N  — 1
e -I- (N  — 2) a +  an for j  =  N  .
(4.23)
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FIG. 4.1: Moose diagram representation of the  deconstructed theory.
freedom to vary «h away from a to test the sensitivity of our results to  the density of sites 
nearest to the horizon. The discretized action is given by
and similarly for the other fields in the theory. We now construct a 3D theory tha t 
reproduces Eq. (4.24), up to differences a t the j  =  1 and N  boundaries. These differences 
will be required for a proper holographic interpretation of the deconstructed theory.
Consider a 3D theory with N  global U (l) symmetries of which N  — 1 are gauged. We 
label the N  — 1 gauge factors by the index j  =  2 . . .  N .  We introduce a set of bifundamental 
complex scalar fields E j, j  =  1 .. . N  — 1. where transforms under the j th and (j  +  l ) th 
U (l) factors, with charges —1 and +1, respectively. In addition, we introduce N  complex 
scalar fields -tpj, j  =  1 . . .  N ,  where xhj transforms under the  j til U (l) factor, with charge +1. 
The particle content and charge assignments of this theory are conveniently summarized
(4.24)
where f j  = We define derivatives in the discretized action such tha t
4>j — ( 0 j + i  <P j ) / a j  ■ (4.25)
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by the moose diagram shown in Fig. 4.1. The solid circles represent U (l) gauge groups, 
while each line connecting to a given circle represents a complex scalar field that transforms 
under that group. The global U (l) symmetry is represented by the dotted circle a t the 
left end of the moose.
We assume th a t the bifundamental fields develop vacuum expectation values (vevs) 
(Uj) = Vj. Although the first link field E i is charged under the global U (l) factor, 
the global symmetry nevertheless remains unbroken if the -&j have vanishing expectation 
values. This can be seen bv noting that the effect of a  global phase rotation on (S i) 
can be undone by a (constant and spatially uniform) U (l) gauge transform ation a t the 
j  =  2 site. The effect of this phase rotation on (E2) can then be undone by a U (l) 
gauge transformation at the j  — 3 site, and so on. In this way, one sees th a t the global 
symmetry of the first site remains an invariance of the vacuum, even when the link field 
vevs assume a nonvanishing profile. We therefore identify the current associated with 
the global symmetry of the first site as the QED current j fl. As has been discussed in 
the literature [15], even though the U (l) symmetry associated with QED is not gauged, 
the model still describes aspects of superconductivity to the extent th a t a treatm ent of 
electromagnetic fields as external backgrounds is appropriate. In the deconstructed model 
we could simply add a kinetic term for the associated U (l) gauge field to describe a  fully 
dynamical electromagnetism, but in order to  m atch the A dS/C FT  description we will not 
do that here.
In order to compute expectation values of j ft, we will tu rn  on a non-propagating 
gauge field at the first site, A'{, th a t couples to this current. We will also assume that 
the gauge field a t the last site .Ty is non-propagating and assumes a specified background 
configuration: this will allow us to impose incoming-wave boundary conditions near the 
horizon. The boundary fields ib\ and i/yv are also assumed to be non-propagating below, 
but only to simplify the discussion. The case in which all the Vj are dynamical is discussed
in an appendix.
The Lagrangian for the 3D theory in Fig. 4.1 is of the form
A’- l  r  1 -| jV — 1
£ = E  + Z , \ D „ v t f  + Y , [ \ D ^ i \ 2 - Z j Vj ] (4.26)
j=2 j= 1
where V'} determines the scalar potential at the j th site. The coefficients Zj  and the 3D
metric g1'1' vary from site to  site. Although we use the term  “metric” to refer to  the
g ^  simply encode the Lorentz-violating couplings of the theory. The covariant derivative 
is given by
D“E,  =  d»Ej + iA-jE, -  iA j+1E j , (4.27)
and
D^ipj = (Fvj  -  iA^rbj . (4.28)
Notice the absence of ipj and Aj  kinetic terms for j  = 1 and j  — N  in Eq. (4.26). 
We identify the non-propagating fields th a t appear a t the ends of the moose with fixed 
backgrounds in the ultraviolet (UV) and the infrared (IR):
A i = ^ u v O O - Vi =  0 u v (x "). (4.29)
A % =  Vn  =  Uir(-U')-
We can now compare Eq. (4.26) to the Lagrangian obtained by latticizing the z  
coordinate of the continuum theory. Eq. (4.24). Up to differences th a t vanish in the a —> 0 
limit, one finds after some algebra that the latticized theory is recovered if one chooses
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the scalar potential
2 M ^ + 1  - V j ' T . j  I2 for j  = 1
(4.31)
and the identification
Ej =  Vj exp[iaj^4jj] ~  Vj(1 +  i a j A zj ) . (4.32)
The potential is not the most general one consistent with the symmetries of the theory; 
as in any deconstructed model, the form of the action is dictated by the requirement 
that it reproduce the latticized action obtained from the continuum theory, fo r  example, 
Eq. (4.31) is fine-tuned so tha t the {V'1, ) 2 term  in Eq. (4.24) is reproduced when Ej  is set 
equal to its vev. For definiteness, we fix the mass param eter m 2 to its holographically 
motivated value m 2 — —2 . One could allow m to  deviate from this choice in more general 
theories, but we will not consider th a t possibility here. The tem perature dependence 
of terms in the action is inferred from the form of / j ,  which depends on tem perature 
via z\\ =  3/ ( 47rT’). One could also imagine more general moose models in which the 
tem perature dependence of the f j  is determined directly from the microscopic properties 
of the system. Here we will strictly consider the f :l th a t follow from discretizing the 
continuum holographic theory.
In what follows, we work in unitary gauge, corresponding to the gauge A z =  0 in the 
four-dimensional theory. As in Eq. (4.32), we ignore the physical fluctuations of the link 
fields about their vevs. Then, the Lagrangian of the moose model may be written
(4.33)
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One may now derive the equations of motion for the dynamical fields (j  = 2 . . .  N  — 
1). assuming the same ansatz applied in the continuum theory. For tha t are time- 
independent and spatially constant, the equations of motion for the dynamical fields are 
given by
where o" =  (<pj+i — 2 +  <t>j^\)/a2, for j  =  2 . . . N  — 2 and 0jv-i =  [(0jv — <pN~i)/au — 
(&n - i — 0 :v -2)/fl)/ttH' For the same ansatz, the equations of motion for the ipj are given 
by
where tp" is defined analogously to  <p" and tpj =  — li’jJ /o j. When <j>j is nonvanish­
ing, corresponding to a nonvanishing chemical potential and charge density, the coupling 
between and tpj in Eq. (4.35) acts as a negative squared mass term  for each Cooper 
pair field ipj, creating an instability tha t is enhanced for Zj near 3h by the tem perature- 
dependent factor of 1 / f j .
Finally, we will require the equation of motion for the spatial components of the gauge 
field, assuming spatially constant fields and the time dependence
where A" and A'j are defined analogously to ry" and The exciton fields (Aa)j are excited 
collectively by the external electromagnetic field (A a) j .
-jJj
(4.34)
(4.35)
A aj( x n  = A aje - ^ (4.36)
Again for j  =  2 . . .  Ar — 1, one finds
(4.37)
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The horizon boundary condition on Eqs. (4.34) and (4.35) th a t correspond to those 
of the continuum theory are
Os =  0 and li’U i =  - — 'it’s  ■
3~,v
(4.38)
If the v s  held were dynamical at the last site, it turns out th a t the same boundary 
condition on ip would follow from the i/'.v equation of m otion in the continuum limit, as we 
discuss in the Appendix. The boundary condition on the spatial components of A y can 
be chosen to reproduce the incoming-wave boundary conditions in the continuum limit, as 
we discuss in more detail below.
In the continuum holographic theory, physical quantities of interest are related to  the 
values and derivatives of the fields a t the UV boundary. In the deconstructed theory, we 
find that similar relations apply to the expectation value of the charge density p and the 
current, density j a, which are identified via their coupling to the background field
where the dependence on Auv arises since the fields are evaluated on their classical equa­
tions of motion. In the linearized theory, one finds algebraically th a t 5 cl evaluates to a 
sum of surface terms
(4.39)
This reduces at tree-level to
—  «SC| [AUV] ,
oauv/i
(4.40)
(4.41)
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where the terms involving the exeiton fields are given by
£ u v  =  —2a — ^i) +  2 ^ / 1  *^ai(^o2 — -4aj ) (*4-42)
and
£ ir =  —x— /.v -i -4a.v(.4a.v — -4a ,v_!), (4.43)lan
using the boundary condition <2>.v =  0. Before evaluating Eq. (4.40), we first arrange 
that the IR surface term vanishes. This is consistent with the approach in the continuum 
holographic theory, where the IR  surface term  is also present, but is simply discarded [58]. 
To eliminate Eq. (4.43). we can add an ad hoc term  to the Lagrangian such th a t the desired 
IR boundary condition is consistent w ith vanishing IR  surface term . Near the horizon, the 
ingoing-wave solution satisfies Eq. (4.15), which can be imposed as a boundary condition in 
the deconstructed model in a number of ways. We choose to  approximate the ingoing-wave 
boundary condition as
-4a v  - n - l  =  ~ r ~  *4a N  n (4.44)
J N —n —1
for some n, with n  <C N  in the continuum limit N  —> oo. If n. is taken too small, the factor 
of 1 / /  in Eq. (4.44) is large and magnifies the discrepancy between the discretized and 
continuum boundary conditions. Integrating from j  = n  towards the horizon and solving 
the or-dependent equations of mot ion, one obtains a  relation between A a N and A a iV i 
that generally leads to a nonvanishing surface term. However, if we add a new term  to  the 
Lagrangian of the form
=  £ [<"(^ ’2) 4 a ,v — A as  i]~ , (4.45)
then the new IR surface term, evaluated on the solution to the equations of motion, 
becomes a function of c(ui2). This function can be chosen so th a t the surface term  vanishes. 
Eq. (4.45) can be expressed as a function of the gauge-invariant field strength tensors
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Fj-Z .v-i and F()r ,v i . and the function c( a;2) may be interpreted as a function of — d2. 
which ultimately acts on the non-dynamical field A a\ .  The function c ( u j 2 ) may be replaced 
by a polynomial approximation, valid a t least over some finite range in u>. In this way, 
our discrete approximation to the ingoing-wave boundary condition. Eq. (4.44), can be 
imposed n sites away from the IR boundary, while the IR surface term  is arranged to 
vanish.
The expectation value of the current thus depends only on the UV surface terms, as 
in the continuum holographic theory. Each j  — 2 field in Eq. (4.42) can be related to  the 
corresponding boundary field by the discrete version of a bulk-to-boundarv propagator. 
For example, we could write (bj =  for some bulk-to-boundary propagator B j\. Then
the charge density is found by computing
The quantity 0 \ (Boi — l ) /«  is nothing more than  what we would find by numerically 
solving the <b equation of motion and evaluating <p\ as we defined it previously. Hence, we 
conclude
in agreement with the holographic prescription for computing the charge density in the 
continuum theory. By the same reasoning, the current density following from Eq. (4.42) 
is given by
which also agrees with the usual holographic prescription in the continuum, where f i  —» 1 . 
Since j°  is proportional to the charge density operator, we identify <p\ with the chemical
P=7FT  ^ 2 1  -  ! ) ]  =  " f a  ^  ~  'o<p i la  a (4.46)
P = (4.47)
(4.48)
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potential
f.t =  0i ■ (4.49)
The transition to the superconducting phase occurs when the ibj develop a nonvan­
ishing profile. In the continuum limit. ip(z) takes the form ip(z) =  i p ^ z  +  r i '^ z 2 near the 
UV boundary, so that the existence of the condensate is determined by nonvanishing first 
or second derivatives:
y {1) = o ' (■' =  0) #  0 or U{2) =  ^ t-"(c  =  0) ^  0 . (4.50)
In the discretized theory, we use the analogous expression ti>j =  V ^ Z j  +  evaluated
at the first two lattice sites (zx =  e and Z2 =  e +  a) to define the operators and j/42),
=  and = .... ................................   (4.51)
e2(e +  a) — e(e +  a)2 e(e H~ a)2 — e2(t +  n)
These definitions have the appropriate continuum limit. As in Sec. 4.2, we restrict ourselves 
to the case where c-(l) =  0 and we define the order param eter to be (On) =  \/2 'uj('2^ . 
following the conventions of Ref. [15]. Although t/41) and do not have the same 
holographic interpretation in the deconstructed theory away from the continuum limit, 
our definitions provide an accurate measure of whether a nonvanishing profile of the  ilsj 
has been dynamically generated.
4.4 R esu lts
In this section, we numerically solve the discretized theory of Sec. 4.3 for N  € 
{5,10,100,1000}. In the case of N  = 1000, for the purpose of connecting with the con­
tinuum theory, we fix the UV cutoff z x = e =  10 "V while for other N  we set e = a, the
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hulk lattice spacing. We fix the lattice spacing at the horizon an =  10 5. In all cases, we 
impose the following boundary conditions:
9
<b\ =  —p =  — 1, t ,(l) =  0 . o ,v =  0 . and t>v i =  o— = (4-52)
where we have used the scaling symmetry of the theory to fix Tc by setting p =  1. Search­
ing for nonvanishing t ’j solutions as we vary the tem perature, we find there is a critical 
tem perature for each N  at which the operator {O 2) condenses, as shown in Fig. 4.2. We 
note tha t there are numerous non-zero solutions for ipj but. as in the continuum model [15],
we retain only the monotonic solutions. For N  =  5, N  =  10, N  =  100. and N  = 1000
we find the critical tem peratures Tc =  0.076p1/2, Tc =  0.088p 1/2, Tv = 0.111 /W2, and 
Tc =  0.118 p1/2 respectively. Here we reintroduced the factor of p 1' 2 as indicated by the 
scaling relations. It is interesting to see th a t for all N  we retain the square root be­
havior of the phase transition. We find th a t the curves in Fig. 4.2 near Tc are well fit 
by the form (O2) =  C.vT(2(1 — T/T ,.)1^ 2. The values we obtain for the coefficients are 
C 1000 =  127, C 100 =  20, GVi =  58, and C5 =  93, as compared to the continuum value 
C  = 144 [15].
We would also like to study the behavior of the complex conductivity away from the 
continuum limit. Using the expression for the current Eq. (4.48). we find the following 
expression for the conductivity:
j r f  i f i ( A x2 -  A vv* )/aa  = -  = -r  = -----------— -------------- . (4,o3)Gr .1 r u, /I
As discussed in Sec. 4.3. we impose the ingoing-wave boundary condition, Eq. (4.44). n
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FIG. 4.2: This figure displays the condensation phase transition at critical temperature T  =  Tc. 
The top curve is the N  =  1000 curve and below that the dashed curves from top to bottom  
around Tc are N  =  5. N  =  10. and N  =  100. respectively. The 1000-site curve includes a fixed 
UV cutoff e, which allows for a smooth continuum limit.
sites away from the horizon. In particular, we set
where we have fixed the arbitrary normalization A r ,v - n =  1. Our choices for the shift n 
for N  =  1000,100,10 and 5 are n =  20,10, 2 and 2. respectively. W ith these boundary 
conditions for AXJ we compute the real and imaginary parts of cr, as shown in Figs. 4.3 
and 4.4. It is im portant to note th a t the graphs of Im[cr(o;)] in the superconducting phase 
exhibit a simple pole at u> =  0. This implies the presence of a delta function contribution 
to the real part, Re[<r(u;)] oc <5(tp), as discussed in Sec. 4.2. For N  — 10 there are a  series of 
peaks in Re[<r(o;)] with a corresponding pole-like structure in the imaginary part as follows 
from the Kramers-Kronig relation Eq. (4.17). Finally, the oscillatory behavior of Re[cr(a’)] 
at large u) displayed in the N  =  100 and N  = 1000 plots is consistent with our expectation
1 and A
lua
(4.54)
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from Eq. (4.19) given tha t our boundary condition is only approximately ingoing wave.
1.0 '
0 .8 ; Im(cr)
0.6
0 .4 )
0.2
20 40 6080iii.
Re(cr) Im(<r)
T
FIG. 4.3: Complex conductivities. The (N.  T / T c) values for the top and bottom  rows are given 
by (1000,0.55) and (100.0.53), respectively. The dotted (red) curve is the normal (n) phase 
while the dashed (blue) curve is the superconducting (sc) phase. The vertical arrow represents 
a delta function. The solid (black) curve is the ratio: Re(crsc)/Re(tru).
4.5 O utlook
Dimensional deconstruction is a powerful technique for finding lower-dimensional 
theories tha t share some of the interesting phenomenological features of their higher­
dimensional progenitors. In this paper, we have considered the dimensional deconstruction 
of four-dimensional holographic theories of superconductivity. We have shown how the 
A dS/C FT prescriptions for computing physical quantities of interest (for example, charge 
densities and currents) emerge in the lower-dimensional, discretized theory. We have also
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FIG. 4.4: Complex conductivities. The (N,  T / T c) values for the top and bottom rows are given 
by (10.0.54) and (5,0.50), respectively. The dotted (red) curve is the normal (n) phase while 
the dashed (blue) curve is the superconducting (sc) phase. The vertical arrow represents a delta 
function. The solid (black) curve (omitted for N  =  10. for clarity) is the ratio: Ke{aHC)/Ke{rru).
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demonstrated tha t deconstructed theories with a relatively small number of lattice sites 
(here taken >  5) do indeed retain enough of the physics of the continuum limit to provide 
possible models of superconductivity on their own.
The results presented in this chapter are preliminary, in the sense th a t we have only 
considered the deconstruction of one of the simplest, s-wave holographic superconductors 
that were proposed in the first papers on the application of the A dS/C FT  correspondence 
to this problem. Much of what we have found leads to questions and suggestions for future 
study:
• Dimensional deconstruction also motivates new models of p- and d-wave superconduc­
tors. It would be interesting to study the phenomenology of those models.
•  In the our approach, the photon field is not included as a dynamical degree of freedom 
in the deconstructed theory. However, the theory can be easily modified by gauging 
the electromagnetic U (l) symmetry and adding an associated gauge kinetic term.
• The deconstructed model suggests the possibility of hidden local symmetries in the 
interactions between Cooper pairs and excitons. Perhaps absorption studies would be 
able to test the existence of these states and interactions.
•  If one deviates from a strict m atching to the continuum holographic theory, then one 
has greater freedom in constructing a model th a t is based on a very small number 
of replicated gauge groups (for example, two or three). Would a two- or three-site 
model of superconductivity be phenomenologically viable? How would we build in the 
quasinormal mode behavior?
•  The deconstructed model introduces tem perature-dependent couplings inferred by a 
holographic model. It would be im portant to deduce these couplings instead from a 
microscopic: description.
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•  In our presentation, the fluctuations of the link fields were ignored, consistent with the 
tacit assumption tha t these fields are heavy. However, these fields, which have no coun­
terpart in the continuum holographic theory, might also have a physical interpretation.
C H A P T E R  5
C onclusion
Holographic methods have the potential to  be im portant calculational tools applica­
ble to real materials. In the preceding chapters, we saw the A dS /C F T  correspondence 
used to model a variety of physical systems. We used the general framework presented 
in the Introduction to model QCD (Chapters 2 and 3) and superconductors (Chapter 4). 
In the applications to QCD. the hard-wall model has only a few free param eters and 
allows for predictions accurate on the 10% level. Although the model has since been im­
proved upon, it is representative of how well a  simple holographic model can perform. 
In the application to superconductors, we studied a minimal holographic superconduc­
tor [15]. Although it too has been improved upon for more realistic phenomenology, this 
holographic superconductor represents a proof of principle: it was one of the very first 
examples of a holographic superconductor and demonstrated the holographic methods 
involved in calculating strongly-coupled superconducting physics. Using the idea of di­
mensional deconstruction we constructed some simple superconducting models in their 
natural (lower) spacetime dimension, which retain some of the qualitative features of the 
extra-dimensional holographic model. This was an example of a general idea, th a t can
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he applied to extra-dimensional models. In this work, we covered only a narrow slice of 
research on the topic of applied A dS/C FT. The reader is encouraged to follow the liter­
ature where there are a number of excellent papers, articles, and reviews. A selection of 
my personal favorites are Refs. [26. 28. 29. 30, 31, 32. 33. 34. 127, 128. 129, 130, 131].
Hopefully it is clear tha t the holographic framework reviewed and dem onstrated in 
this work is very flexible and well suited for model building. Once symmetries and relevant 
operators are identified, one can proceed to construct a  holographic model and make pre­
dictions. It is im portant to point out that (at present) there is somewhat of a disconnect 
between constructing the holographic theory and identifying it with concrete, real-world 
systems. We can make holographic predictions but we don’t know the specifics of the 
microscopic theory: for instance, in condensed m atter applications, there’s no direct con­
tact with a specific lattice structure. There has. however, been much progress toward 
applying holography to real materials. Some of the most interesting results come from 
general considerations -  trying to derive universal holographic truths. For example, as 
mentioned in the Introduction, there are various holographic sum rules and holographic 
bounds. If these results are obeyed in strongly-coupled materials, there’s hope for a dual 
gravitational description. Encouraging progress has also been in the form of universal­
ity. Different microscopic models and holographic models flow to  the same IR fixed point 
which may describe sought-after physics, such as the “strange metallic” behavior of the 
high-Tc cuprate superconductors [129, 132, 133]. Indeed, significant progress has been 
made on the classification of IR asymptotics for holographic theories [134]. This kind of 
unified viewpoint provides added incentive for the possible applicability of holographic 
models. Developing applications of holographic dualities to real-world physical systems 
is a very active area of research with exciting opportunities, and we can look forward to 
many interesting advances following this line of reasoning.
APPENDIX A
A Purely Dynamical
Here we present a simple generalization to  the analysis presented in Chapter 4. Recall 
it was assumed in Chapter 4 th a t the fields at the ends of the moose, th and t£,v , were 
background fields. Here we show tha t the same boundary conditions would be obtained in 
the continuum limit if we allow all the ify to  be dynamical fields. The Lagrangian tha t is 
relevant in this case is a minor modification of Eq. (4.33); the third sum in this expression, 
which runs from j  = 2 to .V — 1, is changed to  one which runs from j  = 1 to  N  (with 
— «n) for the first two terms in square brackets and from j  =  2 to N  for the mass 
squared term. We also shift zN away from its previous value by €h« which serves as a cutoff 
to regulate the divergence in l/./'.v- Eq. (4.35) remains unaltered, but now there are two 
additional equations of motion, for U!i and C,y:
(A .l)
and
(A-2)
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where = ( v * ?  — U’n  i ) / « h -  These equations can be viewed a s  dictating the boundary
conditions for Eq. (4.33), which, in our previous approach, were chosen freely to mimic the 
boundary conditions of the continuum theory. Ecj. (A .l) reduces in the continuum limit 
to the boundary condition ip[ =  0. Since <p^  — 0, the second term  in Eq. (A.2) vanishes 
( l / / .v  is finite for finite cutoff en)- Hence.
The quantity in brackets can be expanded in powers of a\\ while maintaining f h oh;
one finds
In the limit an —> 0 we recover the boundary condition in Eq. (4.38). In summary, the effect 
of treating the %'j as dynamical fields everywhere is to  modify the form of the boundary 
conditions away from those of the continuum limit:
(A.4)
2 2
(A.5)
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